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Simplicity is education wherever and whenever you need it.

The Philips Learning Center combines an easy-to-use service with world-class educational materials developed by leading experts in radiology, cardiology, sonography, nursing, management and education. Over 150,000 users from more than 100 countries are using the 350+ courses and case studies to maintain certification and grow their skills. Philips is pleased to be a platinum sponsor and is collaborating with the ISRRRT on the International Access to Learning Pilot. Visit the Philips Learning Center at http://theonlinelearningcenter.com.
Dear Colleagues,

I WRITE this message as South Eastern Australia is still to recover from the horrendous bushfires that have ravaged so much of Victoria with the loss of over 200 lives and nearly 2,000 houses. I have received many expressions of concern from overseas and have passed these on to our Australian colleagues many of whom have relatives affected by the disaster. As always in such events, radiographers have played a significant role on the medical support of those injured. It never ceases to amaze me how close the links are between our ISRRT Societies. We thank you for your thoughts.

On a more positive note, I was honored recently to be invited to represent ISRRT and speak at the Inauguration Ceremony of the newly formed Hong Kong College of Radiographers. We congratulate our Asia / Australasia Regional Vice President Dr Maria Law on being elected as the Foundation President and all of those who have worked so hard and cooperatively to establish the College.

I have also just returned from attending the 42nd Annual Conference of our colleagues in the Taiwanese Society in Taipei, where over 2,000 technologists from seven countries met. This was also the 11th East Asia Conference of Radiologic Technologist (EACRT) which includes the Societies from Japan, Korea and Taiwan. I thank them for their invitation and ongoing support of ISRRT. These three Societies work closely together for the benefit of their members and even run a jointly recognised education program in PACS Management which is available to others outside of the Region via the web.

I was delighted to also meet with the President and Secretary of the Mongolian Society of Radiographers who are keen to join ISRRT as a Member Society. You will also find in this Newsletter, a Report from our Director of Education Cynthia Cowling on her recent visit to Fiji where she is helping coordinate an upcoming program in conjunction with WHO. We are in fact delighted to advise that WHO is continuing to focus efforts on Medical Imaging in its Health Programs and Dr Sandy Yule will be meeting later this year with the person responsible for these activities to ensure our continued support and cooperation.

Other Board Members will also report on their activities on your behalf. I urge you to regularly consult our website – www.isrrt.org to remain up to date on the work of ISRRT and our many Societies.

In having the opportunity to work closely with our Board, to meet with members of our Societies from all corners of the world and to also meet with the heads of the many Companies supporting our profession, I am constantly impressed by their enthusiasm and commitment.

Continued on the next page
commitment and dedication. We are all facing difficult economic times in our countries, but we need to maintain our focus on the bigger picture. This was brought home to me in an interview I read recently with a very prominent and successful lawyer who heads a law firm of over 900 solicitors – when asked what his job meant to him, his response was:

“If you focus on excellence, on integrity and on the opportunities you create for others, then you will have a good career and a good life.”

These are really the ideals by which the Board lives with respect to our work in ISRRT – excellence, integrity and creating opportunities for others – and if we all try to hold these as our individual tenets we will go a long way towards contributing to a better world for all.

Rob George,
President ISRRT

Presidents at the Taiwan Meeting 2009.
One destination. Many paths.

We’ll take you there

Your radiology department and your path to digital is unique. Yet, your goal to provide the highest level of care is shared worldwide. We know. Found in 1 of every 2 hospitals, Agfa HealthCare works alongside radiologists every day. Our systematic steps to integrated digital radiology allow you to advance at your own pace, without jeopardizing current systems or investments. This allows you to choose the solutions you want: advanced imaging systems, integrated RIS/PACS/Reporting, sophisticated data management, or integrated digital workflows for radiology, mammography, cardiology and the healthcare enterprise. So as you consider your chosen path, let our proven experience support your next step, and every step after that.

www.agfa.com/healthcare
16th ISRRT World Congress
Gold Coast, Australia
9th – 12 September, 2010

Mark the dates in your diary!!
Call for Abstracts opens July 09

“Tomorrow and Beyond: Connecting and Communicating”

Website: www.isrrt.org
Email: 2010isrrt@air.asn.au
Postal: PO Box 267, Moorooka,
Qld 4105, Australia
SINCE my last report I have attended several meetings along with the ISRRT President Mr Robert George. These meetings have been reported by Robert George but I would like to re-emphasise the importance of these meetings and the agreements reached. Robert and I have continually kept in touch throughout the months using SKYPE which has proved of great benefit and is cost free.

In late December 2008 I attended an important meeting in Geneva accompanied with Paivi Wood. This was a meeting with the World Health Organisation and many international organisations and was concerned with furthering diagnostic and therapy provisions and educational facilities globally. In May 2009 a further meeting will be held at the WHO headquarters where the role and work of the radiographer in all areas of the world will be discussed. The results of this meeting will be reported in the next issue of the newsletter. Following our very successful first time presence at the RSNA as part of the Associated Sciences group we are now fully participating in the educational programme at this event. In January this year Professor Michael Ward represented the ISRRT at the programme planning session for 2009.

Our attendance at the European Congress of Radiology in Vienna in March 2009 gave us the opportunity to meet with officers from the International Atomic Energy Agency. These contacts are extremely important related to the participation of the ISRRT in medical radiation protection issues and also results in continuing co-operation and support for workshops. While in Vienna we met with the newly formed European Federation of Radiography Societies and with several companies related to future sponsorship.

During April I participated in a site visit to the venue for the ISRRT World Congress in 2010. This Congress will be held on the Gold Coast in Australia which is a great location. There is good access from all areas of the world and those attending will be rewarded by excellent facilities, lectures programme and social activities. In addition there will be ISRRT Board and Council meetings during which several important issues will be debated including the future structure and organisation on the ISRRT. The Congress is being held in conjunction with the Australian and New Zealand Societies of Radiography and is sure to be a great success. Please visit the website www.isrrt.org for full details of the Congress.

The ISRRT website keeps me busy but I would encourage everyone, particularly ISRRT Council members, to provide me with news and stories which I can include on the website. The website can only be kept up-to-date by your co-operation, and information is welcome. The website has been supported by ELEKTA Company for the past three years and I am very pleased to report that this company have agreed to continue this support.

The online continuing education programme which is supported by Philips is proving to be a great success and it is hoped to extend this in the future. Thanks are due to the ISRRT volunteers who give of their time for this venture and to Philips for providing the facility.

I have good news and bad news regarding the newsletter. First of all I must apologise to many of our subscribers and Associate Members who have either received the last edition of the newsletter late or not received it at all. This was due to a change in the management of the publisher resulting in the newsletter not being supported. All newsletters should now have been posted and I would appreciate it if you would contact me and let me know if you have received the second edition of 2008 or not. The publishers, as compensation, did not charge for the printing of that edition.

The good news is that the first edition of the newsletter will be published in French and Spanish. This is a trial project and will be initially available on the ISRRT website late May. Translation of such journals is expensive and this has been made possible by the generous support of GE Healthcare who has provided the necessary funding.

Finally I would like to thank all our supporters, sponsors, Societies, Board and Council Members who contribute to the ongoing success of the ISRRT. Without this support the ISRRT would be unable to continue with its great work in providing conferences, workshops and education throughout the world. Every contribution no matter how small is valuable. I would encourage those Associate Members who may have forgotten to renew their annual subscriptions to contact me at isrrt.yule@btinternet.com and let me know if they wish to continue to receive the newsletter.

Sandy Yule
CEO, ISRRT
Editorial Submissions & Deadlines

Remember to e-mail your news before the deadline to:
Mrs Rachel Bullard
Tel: +971 50 703 6926
Email: deepbluedesign1@mac.com

Deadline for the twice yearly issues are:
April 1 and September 1 each year

All material sent electronically that includes complex tables, charts & graphs please send also as hard copy by fax.

You are invited to comment in relation to the ISRRT Newsletter editorial content and make suggestions for future issues. All comments will be considered by the Editor and her Committee.
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A section is reserved for the advertising of educational programs, courses or new radiological texts.
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Opportunities for Radiographers

Radiographers for UK Positions

Opportunities for Radiographers at two Treatment Centres in and around Bristol, South West England.

Must have:
• Substantial post graduate experience in general X-ray, portable and theatre radiography
• DCR (Diploma of College of Radiographers) or equivalent qualification
• Minimum BLS resuscitation skills/manual handling and fire evacuation/safety course
• Acute hospital sector experience
• Eligibility for HPC registration
• Fluency in written and spoken English

In return we offer a very competitive salary and benefits package. For more information visit our website at www.uk-sh.co.uk or email your CV to mblynth@uk-sh.co.uk

Candidates for the above positions will be subject to UK CRB disclosure and an overseas local police authority check. We are an Equal Opportunities Employer.
I’m sure glad the hole isn’t at my end of the boat!

Is your boat sinking? Let us help you!

Skills Training Provided In:

- Bone Densitometry
- Computed Tomography
- Digital Technology
- Mammography
- Magnetic Resonance Imaging
- Quality Management
- Ultrasound
  - General Ultrasound
  - Echocardiography
  - Vascular Ultrasound

Also Available: Short-Term Training and On-Site Consulting

See us on the web at: www.AHEConline.com
or call us at: 1-800-342-6704

Advanced Health Education Center • 8502 Tybor Drive • Houston, TX 77074
2008 was an active and successful year educationally. The highlight of the year must be the Durban Congress where a varied and professional program allowed all participants to enjoy a high standard of radiography education. A full program included everything from Role extension; Clinical audits; Advanced Practice in all modalities, to simple teaching tools in Cote D'Ivoire and becoming an article reviewer. The organizing committees all did a terrific job and produced the best quality congress yet. An electronic system to acknowledge attendance for Continuing Professional Development (CPD) was also in place. This will definitely be a requirement for all future world congresses. During the Congress, teaching CDs on Radiation Safety, developed by IAEA were distributed. Copies of these excellent teaching tools are freely available via the ISRRT website.

One result from the meetings held at Durban was the widening of the region Europe/Africa to include representatives from each area. I am happy to report that we have Jenny Motto from South Africa representing Africa and Ian Henderson from the UK representing Europe. Both bring a wealth of knowledge and expertise and have been active already. I welcome them to our group.

There were other activities during 2008. There were two Workshops, one on Maintenance in Trinidad and Tobago for the East Caribbean region and a Digital workshop in Tanzania. Both were partially funded by WHO or PAHO and this partnering relationship appears to be growing and cementing. This is terrific because it becomes impossible for ISRRT to fund these types of workshops with the right instructors and the relevant people (radiographers) attending. It is too expensive for them to fund themselves and in some instances large distances have to be traversed. A big thank you must go to all the people involved who gave so willingly of their time. Full reports on these workshops are or will be published.

We did also help fund a third workshop in Francophone Africa with the able help of Philippe Gerson and French Association. This was also on the subject of Digital Imaging and was held in Burkino Faso.

I want to emphasize one very important point about all of these workshops. They all had truly international / global input. In the case of Tanzania, The workshop was developed by a Canadian and taught by an Australian and South African and coordinated by Jenny Motto our Ed. Rep for Africa. The Trinidad workshop was headed by Ian McCleeland from Australia and coordinated by Anushka Kattick, Trinidad and Tobago Council Member, Justin Mahabir Singh and Cynthia Cowling. Participants included the PAHO representative in Trinidad and Tobago, and the regional PAHO Officer from Cuba.

Philippe Gerson was also instrumental in a successful educational session at the International Congress of Radiology in Morocco. Without his commitment (and knowledge of French!) this would have been impossible to launch. It was extremely successful with standing room only for all the sessions.

An important part of the mandate of the ISRRT is to be the voice of our profession globally. The Director of Education gave a short presentation to the Western Pacific Region in Manila in September. It was later discovered that this had been video conferenced to all WHO offices in the Pacific region. This helped in later discussions with WHO in Fiji this February, where a joint Workshop has been agreed to in QA and Ultrasound with ISRRT, WHO and Fiji School of Medicine as joint sponsors.

PAHO has indicated they have funding for more QA workshops in South America in 2009 and we will be working with them to facilitate this activity.

Materials for a CT workshop are being developed with a draft ready for approval with the assistance of Pam Rowntree the Asia/Australasia educational representative.

Following Tanzania, we now have some excellent material to run more digital workshops. Good feedback from instructors and participants will be able to make this more relevant for the "on the ground" delivery. We are in discussions with WHO and hope that, should they proceed with installation of any more digital equipment, we will be there to provide the appropriate training for radiographers and other operators.

An agreement was signed with Philips to allow access to their online learning centre for our members and we are running a pilot in Estonia, India and Fiji. We have had a mixed response to this and will be publishing a report. We have learnt much about challenges many of our members experience when using the internet. Thanks to Lori Boyd of Canada for being the project officer for this venture.

A databank of all education programs for our website is also pending. This is an activity that must be completed this year.

Continued on page 30
Professional Practice Report

Report by Päivi Wood, Director of Professional Practice

BSS activities ongoing

Renewal of the BSS (Basic Safety Standard by IAEA) started nearly two years ago in July 2007; ISRRT participated in the technical meeting and the process is still ongoing. The latest activities have been conducted by e-mail. ISRRT, Professional Practice has been working on the terminology, mainly in the parts of the BSS that directly involve radiographers. The updated BSS is awaiting release.

Code of Ethics

In Durban, the framework for the ISRRT Code of Ethics was presented by Dr Peter White. The ISRRT board decided to carry on developing the code and it was given to Professional Practice to finalise it. Currently the code has been reviewed by the board and corrective actions have been made. Presently the code is being circulated amongst the Regional Coordinators for further comments. Some further work will be carried out and the first draft will be given to the ISRRT Board at its meeting in July. The aim is to present the international code at the ISRRT World Congress in Australia 2010.

European Guidelines for Clinical Audit for Departments using Ionizing Radiation in Medical Settings

In Europe new European Guidelines for Clinical Audit is due to be released. As the ISRRT Professional Practice Director I had the honour to be part of the Panel of Experts, representing radiographers, amongst other professional groups, using ionizing radiation in medical applications. The Panel of Experts had a vital role in developing the Guidelines. The Guidelines will give recommendations to European Union countries as to how to carry out the clinical audit in radiological/nuclear medicine/radiation therapy departments as a whole audit process, taking into account all the factors that affect the safe use of radiation, from referral of the patient to the final report.

WHO: Technical Meeting GLOBAL INITIATIVE (GI) RADIATION SAFETY HEALTH CARE SETTINGS

In December 2008 the WHO, Radiation and Environmental Health Department, arranged a meeting in Geneva and ISRRT was invited to attend the meeting along with other Professional Societies with international NGO status. This meeting was to discuss, amongst other things, the global initiative: a strategic approach leading to a work plan with a set time line. It was agreed unanimously that efforts, already undertaken by various professional and scientific organizations and societies needed to be coordinated to avoid duplication and to concentrate efforts to achieve the set targets. Identifying overlaps, gaps and requirements was vital with cooperation and interaction being the way to achieve the desired results.

Our organization was represented by CEO Sandy Yule, who gave a presentation on ISRRT activities past and present and highlighted future targets. I attended the meeting in Geneva as an invited speaker to speak on “The view of radiographers and radiation technologists” in a session called Scaling-up the role of radiographers. This session also included talks form medical physicists.

The first phase of the plan is to create an Outline of the Strategy for GI. The aim is to indentify, by consulting the various stakeholders, including ISRRT, on how to build partnerships between all the partners and to put “know how” and existing information together.

The second phase will take place in June 2009. The decision was to further develop the work plan so that within six months from the first meeting it should be a possible to have a general platform with terms of references, working groups and also have task coordinators for each set team – not forgetting budgetary considerations and ideas for fundraising.

Actual Implementation of GI will then include piloting with the experience gathered being used. After the first tasks have been completed the working groups will begin operating. The timeline for this is June 2011 which includes monitoring by the working groups and evaluating the feedback.

Three years from the start of the GI program, in December 2011 there should be concrete results.

At this stage ISRRT will be participating in the work of three working groups:

- Prevention of unintended exposures (priority given to children)
- Human resources (education, training & staffing)
- Reducing unnecessary medical exposures
Quality Assurance of X-ray Equipment: Maintenance and Repairs

Workshop: Eric Williams Medical Centre
Mount Hope, Trinidad & Tobago

June 27-30, 2008

Report by Cynthia Cowling

A WORKSHOP administered and funded jointly by ISRRT and Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) was successfully run at the Eric Williams Medical Sciences Centre in the last week of June. Attendees came from a total of ten Caribbean countries and participants included radiographers(11), biomedical engineers(5) and graduating radiography students(2).

The organizing of this workshop proved formidable since 10 separate countries were involved, each of which had Health Ministries that had to be properly notified. Added to this were the complexities of PAHO administration with country, regional and central centres all needing to be involved. The ISRRT and the workshop were very fortunate to have an excellent Trinidad and Tobago Council member Anushka Kattick- Mahabirsingh. With her husband, Justin Mahabirsingh, Anoushka organized much of the facility and teaching requirements. She had the solid support of the Society of Radiographers of Trinidad and Tobago and their President Mr.Aleth Bruce. ISRRT was fortunate also to have the active support of Vice President of The Americas, Mrs. Patricia Johnson in the region to ensure the workshop did take place. Ms Marilyn Entwistle from the Trinidad and Tobago PAHO office was also instrumental in having the Workshop successfully run and she attended all four days of the workshop. Ileana Fleitas, PAHO regional officer from Cuba, also attended the workshop as a participant to gain better knowledge of QA in x ray equipment.

“I really enjoyed attending the workshop and learned a lot and have a greater appreciation and respect for the work of radiographers.”
Marilyn Entwistle PAHO

This was the second such workshop, first being held in India in 2007. The workshop was slightly streamlined from the first but contained all the essential elements of pre and post tests, instructional lectures, demonstrations, practicals and group discussions. This combination proved extremely popular with all participants who appreciated the opportunity to perform hands on tests as well as interacting with fellow radiographers and engineers and discussing similar issues in the field.

The mix of participants was a very positive part of the workshop, although initially not planned for. In this region, some biomedical technicians and engineers are given responsibility for X-ray equipment without fully understanding it. The workshop was a good exercise to demonstrate that learning can take place in both directions for radiographers and engineers/technicians.

The main thrust of the workshop was to show how radiographers could maintain equipment in simple ways, use their powers of observation to notice deterioration in equipment, and how to communicate effectively with service engineers and managers if repair was required. Discussions and role playing emphasized the need for accuracy of reporting and how some simple tests and repairs can in fact be secured without the need for a service individual (who may be far away or too busy to attend). One incident was recalled during a discussion period of a mammography unit failing to work (for a very simple and
fixable defect) precisely at the time a local bank was offering free mammograms for a month. It remained unfixed until after the offer was withdrawn. In another role playing example, radiographers were very eager to dump chemicals from their processors without getting to the bottom of the problem. An administrator in the group quickly red flagged the increase in chemical costs.

Pre and post tests were given. The pretest result average was 69% which is quite high and indicative of the senior level of most of the participants. The post test result, which had an increased emphasis in the application of knowledge, was 89%. There was therefore a clear indication that learning did take place!

An evaluation of the workshop by the participants was very positive with 75 percent or more agreeing very strongly that the workshop was well organized, taught by knowledgeable professionals and had excellent catering!

“Thank you for bringing this workshop to this region. It is very much needed”
Evaluation respondent

Over 75% felt that information could and would be used in their own workplace. All were extremely pleased to have a copy of the Workbook, which they felt was well written, clear and practically based. Most wanted further workshops with QA, Digital, CT and Mammography the most highly rated.

A final thank you for all who participated, attended and helped make this happen. A thank you must be extended to the supervisors and staff of Eric Williams Medical Sciences Centre who provided all the facilities for the workshop including several x ray rooms, free of charge. Also a special thanks to CASi Health Care Technologies who hosted delightful dinner at the Millenium Golf Club for all participants and volunteer helpers. It is the intention of ISRRT to carry out follow up studies to determine the downstream, long term affects of this workshop and to offer it in other locations where there is a need.
THE Radiographer Association of Latvia had the honour to organise the 5th Baltic Congress of Radiographers. It is now several months since the 5th Baltic Congress was held and since then there has been a long cold winter with much snow and now spring has come. The Radiographers Association of Latvia remember the warm feelings, sincerity, joy and satisfaction shown during the congress from both the guests and participants of the congress. The congress had a friendly and creative atmosphere. It was a great event for the radiographers of Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia only a few years ago, in February 15, 2003, in Parnu, the Radiographers Association of Estonia organised the first international conference of the Baltics in honour of its 10th year anniversary. Radiographers from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania participated in this first congress. Our Estonian colleagues were the first of our organisations to host the congress and gave over 200 radiographers the opportunity to come together and share their professional experience and discuss future plans and opportunities. The first Baltic Conference was the first one held by the radiographers in this regions since the regaining of the Baltic States independence.

Up to now four congresses have taken place organised in turn by the Radiographers Associations of Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia.

The 5th Baltic Congress of Radiographers took place in Jurmala, a charming seaside resort of Latvia. Jurmala is the largest resort city in the Baltic States and is well known for its natural treasures – the mild climate, sea, healthy air, curative mud and mineral water. The main attractions of Jurmala are in its almost 33km long white sandy beach, the large pine forest and the natural border of the city – the River Lielupe.

497 delegates from 12 different European cities participated at the congress under the main theme “Quality Assurance in Radiography: Education for Practice.”
In her address at the opening ceremony of the congress Mrs Katrin Sigurdardottir (pictured above), Vice president Europe/Africa, emphasised the importance of a radiographer’s professional development not only by collaboration within Europe but also as part of the whole world.

23 interesting presentations were presented, including:
- Developments of the Radiographer Education in Europe and Latvia
- Code of conduct and ethics: its role in an educational context
- Quality assurance in radiography, in computed tomography (CT)
- Artefacts in clinical MRI
- Musculo-skeletal imaging
- Breast cancer screening – importance of quality assurance and audit
- Nuclear medicine technologist – theoretical and practical competencies.

During the discussions many participants and guests of the congress expressed their opinions.
There were also representatives from Latvia’s government attending the congress and this presented an opportunity to improve the education in the Baltic States and educational standards throughout Europe were widely discussed. This subject was very well explained by Mrs Dorien Pronk – Larive.

As the President of the congress I expressed my deepest gratitude to everybody for cooperation, support and sincerity in participating at the congress in Jurmala which was organised by my Society in Latvia. I expressed special thanks to the Scientific Committees for their work which was undertaken at the highest level:

Now the Radiographers Association of Lithuania will begin to the organisation of the 6th Baltic Congress which will take place in two years time in Vilnius, Lithuania.

Below: Mrs Dorien Pronk – Larive.

Below left: Mrs Dorien Pronk – Larive, Piret Vahtramäe, the President of the Estonian Radiographers, Zivile Andrukoniene, the President of the Lithuanian Radiographers, Elita Rutka, the President of the Latvian Radiographers, and Mrs Sija Geers van Gemeren during the congress’s sessions break.
THE overall objective for the attendance of the VP and Regional Director for the Americas of the ISRRT to attend this conference was to develop and expand contacts within the South American portion of the America’s Region. IRPA 12 provided an outstanding forum for making contacts in the region. Mrs. Johnson was also invited to participate in a scientific roundtable during the international congress.

1. During the congress, Mrs Johnson and Dr Ward met with Mr Edgar H. Nino who was an important contact for helping to establish contacts within the South American portion of the Americas. Mr Nino is a radiologic technologist who holds a bachelor’s degree in bio-imaging production and a master’s degree in bioethics. He is currently a professor in medical technology and is employed at the National University of Cordoba and National University of La Rioja in Cordoba, Argentina. He is very enthusiastic about the idea of establishing an official relationship with the ISRRT by assisting to organize workshops in Cordoba, Argentina. We discussed how, with Mr Nino’s help, the ISRRT would like to sponsor educational workshops in South America as a means to introduce/reintroduce ISRRT to South America and to seek ISRRT membership of national societies and individual radiologic technologists and radiographers. Mr. Nino volunteered to draft some suggestions/ideas for topics for a 2-3 day workshop that would be held in Cordoba, Argentina. We emphasized that the Regional Officers of the Americas are interested in attracting as many radiographers and radiologic technologists from countries within South America. He stated that with proper communication and design of the program, we should be able to attract colleagues from Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay, Peru, and Chile. It is the intention of the Regional Officers of the Americas to remain in close contact with Mr Nino.

2. Mrs Johnson and Dr Ward were taken on a tour of the Department of Radiology for the Hospital Aleman (a private German owned hospital) in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The tour was conducted by Ms. Silvina Fabiola Guaita who is a representative of AGFA Healthcare in Buenos Aires. She took us to the department for us to observe the operation of their Digital Radiology and computed radiology systems. The staff technologists in the department were very accommodating and helpful in demonstrating the equipment and seemed to welcome us in their department. Ms. Guaita was an excellent guide and provided much appreciated courtesies to us during her time with us.

3. Mrs Johnson and Dr Ward met up with the President of IRPA, Phillip Metcalf, who we had previously met at the 2008 Durban, South Africa meeting of the ISRRT. Dr Metcalf invited us to attend the IRPA General Assembly and to meet the incoming President of this organization, Mr Ken Case. Both Dr Metcalf and Mr Case expressed a strong desire for our two organizations to continue to work together and to collaborate on initiatives in the future.

4. Mrs Johnson participated in a roundtable presentation on “Networking in Radiation Protection in the Americas.” She was one of seven speakers invited to participate in the general discussion “Networking in Radiation Protection.” The presentation was well received and ISRRT was recognized as an International Association representing over 300,000 radiographers and radiologic technologists worldwide.

5. After the roundtable presentation, Mrs Johnson and Dr Ward were approached by Dr Maria del Rosario...
The Scope of Practice –
The radiographic profession in 2008!

RADIOThERAPY is very high on the health agenda in the UK. Radiotherapy radiographers and the SCoR in particular are working with government agencies to improve access for patients and to ensure that innovations in radiotherapy are promptly and robustly introduced. This is providing opportunities for radiographers to take on new roles in planning and dosimetry and for the four-tier career structure to become even more widely recognised as the basis of the very best services.

Consultant practice continues to develop across the profession. There are now over 40 consultant radiographers in the UK, providing leadership, excellent clinical services and research in all speciality areas of radiography. Advanced practice is also now very widespread with radiographers (for example) undertaking 20% of the plain x-ray reporting across the country.

The SCoR is pleased to see the establishment of the European Federation of Radiography Societies (EFRS). Sandie Mathers, our representative on ISRRRT Council has also been elected as a member of the inaugural Board of EFRS. The Federation is already influencing the European legislative process where this affects radiography. The SCoR looks forward to developing the European work alongside our commitment to the wider international agenda through ISRRRT. It is clear that the two organizations are complementary and mutually supportive of the profession and of excellence in patient care wherever radiography is carried out.

The SCoR Scope of Practice 2008 is a major piece of research about where the profession stands in the UK. There is a story at www.sor.org/stories/radiographic-profession-2008 which has been published below.

THE SCoR Scope of Practice 2008 – a significant piece of research commissioned by the Society and College of Radiographers – provides a benchmark in the development of the profession.

It is the clearest, most detailed picture of the radiography profession to date.

The research was led by Dr Richard Price, Head of School at the University of Hertfordshire, UK and the report was compiled in collaboration with the Institute for Employment Studies.

Commenting on the project, Richard Price said: “Scope of Practice provides an objective view of the role of radiographers nationally and their contribution to healthcare.”

The first Scope of Practice was published in 2003 and was based on literature reviews and a short qualitative survey. This new study used a range of research methodologies, including an online survey, to investigate the radiographic workforce in the primary and independent sectors, education as well secondary and tertiary provision.

“No other work has looked across the whole spectrum of the profession to the extent that this project has,” explained Richard Price.

“Since the first Scope of Practice document the profession has advanced significantly. The establishment of consultant and advanced practitioner posts, the extent of radiographer-led research in radiotherapy, and the quantity of research in HEIs are but three significant advances.”

The research revealed a number of important findings, including:

- The number of centres adopting new roles across the spectrum of radiographic practice has continued to grow;
- The number of extended roles withdrawn in the past five years is minimal;
- Radiographer-led focused abdominal sonography in trauma is being practiced at a number of centres;
- There many new practices for radiographers evolving within the field of gastrointestinal imaging with radiographers performing colonoscopies and sigmoidoscopies;
- Radiotherapy practitioners are using Grenz rays for superficial dermatological therapy and are providing a skin laser therapy service, for treatment of tattoos, haemangiomas, and pigmented skin lesions;
- Agenda for Change (AfC) was seen as both a barrier and a factor that encouraged role advancement. It is clear, however, that there is a lack of consistency in the application of AfC bandings across the career progression framework;
- Service need and supportive radiologists are key factors in supporting role extension. Barriers to role extension include lack of funding, dissatisfaction with AfC bandings and the attitude of some radiologists;
- In imaging, scope for future development may well lie in community-based centres and by forming alliances with clinicians outside the imaging department.

Continued on page 30
THANKS to the initiative of the ABPPER (Burkinabese radiographers association), a workshop was organised on October 30th-31st and November 1st for our burkinabese radiological technologists colleagues.

The theme of this three days training was “Digital Radiology”.

Sub-saharan Africa is mostly using silver imaging but public hospital and private sector begin to be equipped with many digital machines.

As the principal instructor, I tackled the following themes during the three days:

- The shift from silver to digital imaging
- The basic principles of digital x-ray in collaboration with M. Yao
- Remote-controlled table with digital fluoroscopy
- C.R. (computed radiology)
- D.R. direct radiology
- PACS and teleradiology

80 participants came from all the regions of Burkina Faso but also from Togo and Ivory Coast followed very attentively this privileged moment for them.

Indeed, we need to mention that the last workshop held in Burkina Faso was in 2003. Without the raising of funds from ISRRT (International Society of Radiographers and Radiological Technologists) on a large part and the logistic help from AFPPE, this project could not have been completed successfully. Tackling of digitalization can seem inappropriate...
in one of the poorest country of the world, but our colleagues are allowed to be informed and trained. A flat panel detector is installed in Ivory Coast, CR in Mali, Senegal, and projects exist in Burkina, Togo and Benin. Prospects in teleradiology exist with the fast development of the internet in Africa.

I have seen the difference since my first trip in Burkina Faso in 1999 where it was very difficult to call direct to France and in 2008 where the modest hotel I was living in had free Wifi available in any room.

Communication technology is growing very fast, imaging too, so we need to always be ready and available for workshops.

A new board of ABPPER was created in last August. The transition between the President M. Aoue G. Kora and his successor was made outstandingly. This new agency has a lot of projects for all of the Burkina Faso radiological technologists and AFPPE and ISRRT are there to support them.

I also want to thank Mrs Valérie Marcade from the company STEPHANIX and Mr Stéphane Chanois from the company CARESTREAM, who were in charge of all the coffee breaks during these three days of training. These two companies and their colleagues always stand beside the African radiological technologists and assist in every seminar or workshop that we have organised in Africa in the last decade.

I would like to thank once again the ISRRT board for its financial and moral support. I would like to remind you that this vocational training cost price was only 20 euros for three days!

ISRRT is a charitable organization. Its main goal is to help promote training all over the world but in particular for the poorest countries. It has totally respected these main goals.

All our african colleagues, always happy and cheerful, ended the training with a pleasant and simple party.

Mr Boniface YAO, president of ANTIMCI announced that the next national congress of Radiological technologists will be held in Abidjan in April 2009.

He also invited to this congress all the radiological technologists from French-speaking Africa because solid links now exist between all the radiological technologists associations of French-speaking Africa.

In October 2009, the Cameroonian association will organize in cooperation with AFPPE and ISRRT the fifth conference for French-speaking radiological technologists, which will probably take place in Douala. And then, it will be up to our malian colleagues to set up new training in Bamako in February 2010.

There are a lot of prospects of meeting for our african colleagues, always ready to inform themselves and to follow trainings in a nice and brotherly atmosphere.
Effecting quality care despite our differences
Port of Spain, Trinidad
November 1-2, 2008

Report by Timothy Dean

THE Society of Radiographers of Trinidad and Tobago hosted its 2008 Annual Conference on November 1-2 at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Port of Spain, Trinidad. The theme of the conference was “Effecting quality care despite our differences” and it marked the start of the Radiographers’ Week.

The Opening ceremony took place on the morning of Saturday 1st with the Honorable Minister of Health Jerry Narace in attendance along with Mrs Marilyn Entwistle, the Advisor in Health Services Administration of PAHO/WHO and Mrs Patricia Johnson (Barbados) Vice President of the Americas of the International Society of Radiographers and Radiologic Technologists (ISRRT).

The Society’s president, Mr Aleth Bruce recognized the dignitaries present and the many local, regional and international radiographers who came from far and wide to this year’s conference. The president launched the society’s website (www.soradtt.com) at the opening ceremony and it marked a significant milestone in the society’s history.

Addresses by Mrs Johnson, Mrs Entwistle and the Honorable Minister followed. The Minister gave a very heartfelt delivery with respect to current issues in the country and encouraged radiographers in their development in continuing education, professionalism and patient care.

The Minister afterwards presented awards to a number of retired radiographers whom the society acknowledged for their dedication and commitment to the practice as radiographers in Trinidad and Tobago. Radiographers that awards were designated to included: Mrs Shirley St. Rose, Mrs Rajwatte Bhaggan Wegner, Mrs Lydia Baah, Mrs Gloria Ramdial, Dr Allan Regisford, Mr Alroy “Buddy” Nicholls, Mrs Marcelle Delpeche, Mrs Marjorie Yates, Mrs Angela Telesford, Mrs Lilla Huntley, Mrs Constance Jodhan and Mrs Cynthia Montano.

Two specially invited guests from the USA gave their featured presentations on both the two days of the conference: Ms Paula Frank, Diagnostic Director of Radiology Department of the world acclaimed Johns Hopkins Hospital in the United States; and Mrs Victoria Holas, Program Director of the Radiologic Technology Program of the Arizona Western College also of the United States. Both of these guest presenters were sponsored by their respective institutions and the society commends them for their invaluable contribution.

Radiographers from public and private, local and regional institutions gave world-class presentations and set the tone for continued high standards of research and study for fellow colleagues. A wide variety of papers were presented in such areas as Professionalism, Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Radiation Therapy, Ultrasound, Mammography, Stress Management, Organ Transplant, Picture Archival and Communication Systems (PACS), HIV/AIDS, Education and Research.
CYNTIA Cowling, The Director of Education paid a “flying” visit to Fiji to meet with Ajibulu Olusegun, Head of the Radiography program at the Fiji School of Medicine. The main objective was to confirm and organize collaborative workshops between WHO, ISRRT and The Fiji School of Medicine. This was achieved and workshops in Quality Assurance and Ultrasound will be offered from June 15th-26th. Up to 12 regional Pacific countries will be able to participate thanks to a generous contribution from WHO. The school will host the activity in their excellent facilities, donated by the European Union. Mr. Olusegun runs a terrific baccalaureate program and the workshops will be of the highest quality.

Cynthia and her husband Peter Lloyd took advantage of this trip and met with radiographers on both sides of the main island of Viti Levu. A meeting was arranged with the Society of Radiographers at CWM Hospital in Suva and Cynthia and Peter were very kindly hosted to a dinner in the Suva hinterland. A special thanks goes to John Brown and Jone Salabucco for organizing these functions. It provided an excellent opportunity for dialogue and gave the visitors a good sense of the real needs of the Fijian radiographers. There seemed to be considerable interest in the 2010 Gold Coast congress and several Fijian radiographers hope to attend.

Above: Soji Olusegun in School Lab.

Left: Fiji Members of the Society of Radiography and seated Peter Lloyd and Cynthia Cowling.
Tanzania workshop
Dar Es Salaam
November 6-8, 2008

Report by Yvette Hechter

Background

FIRSTLY, I would like to thank everyone involved with this project and for allowing me the opportunity to play a part in it. Personally, I am enthusiastic about training anywhere where input and involvement is positive. It was a wonderful experience and an incredible learning curve for all.

I was encouraged by the enthusiasm and willingness of the participants to gain knowledge as well as the two doctors that attended the course. Equally impressive, was the fact that all delegates were present right up to the last moment on the Saturday – really a first for me!

The workshop was designed by Alex Gontar, lecturer at the Michener/University of Toronto radiological sciences program with input from Ben Keir, medical physicist from Queensland Health, Australia. Ben was lead instructor and was also mandated to provide a preliminary analysis of the equipment for WHO. Jenny Motto from the University of Johannesburg acted as coordinator, and Caesar Barare, Board member from Kenya, provided ISRRT input. Lectures were given by Ben and myself, adapting Alex’s material to the specific needs of the group. It was difficult to teach some of the digital information due to the lack of exposure to this technology by many of the participants. In future workshops, a reduction in physics principles and more hands on would be beneficial, although the lack of this very knowledge hampered the degree of success of the participants.

I feel very strongly that we will have to follow this course up with an intensive program in quality control (QC) and quality assurance (QA) in order to make the hands on for the CR (computed radiography) more logical.

At the culmination of day two we divided the participants into smaller groups of 5-6 people and gave them questions on all the lectures to answer and discuss amongst themselves. The feedback was amazing as well as encouraging and it was very apparent that the participants had learnt a substantial amount. I was concerned that their lack of knowledge of the radiographic techniques and principles such as the importance of kV and mAs impeded their ability to grasp all the factors.

Not all the practicals could not be performed and tested to the full potential primarily due to the lack of...
decent installation and calibration of the equipment. The IT technician, William, was trained by the company (CR Tech from Israel) to do all of the previous mentioned but he does not have the expertise or knowledge on radiology to do this. Language is also a big problem.

I was a bit disturbed by the fact that the equipment was donated without substantial research regarding the capabilities of the equipment versus the needs of the hospitals in question. Ocean Road Cancer Institute needs high quality, high resolution, digital equipment to detect the smallest changes in cancer. Not one of the three venues where this equipment is installed is there any link to a workstation, printer (medical laser or ordinary desktop printer) or archive. Images acquired on these systems are thus futile as it remains on the hard drive of the computer attached to the digital equipment and the radiographer is unable to distribute the images. It would have been very beneficial to have a administrative level radiographer fully conversant with the product, who could have trained others.

I fully understand that Sub-Sahara Africa is an upcoming and growing continent lacking in technology due to costs and training, however so much more reason to provide equipment of high quality. This would be instrumental in broadening their horizons and build on improving radiology (and treatment of diseases) in these countries.

**Summary and Suggestions**

In the final feedback session it was clear from all the participants that there was a need for follow up hands on training on their CR units as well as QA and QC on equipment and accessories. If the basics of analogue QA/QC can be mastered, the integration over to digital imaging (CR) will be so much easier.

My personal opinion is that careful study of the existing equipment in place or being installed should be carried out before the workshop of this nature is run, to ensure complete success of the workshop. It is also critical that the equipment meets the needs of the hospital and local community. No cost should be spared to ensure that only the best equipment is provided.

One important factor to be considered, when working in Africa, often so far from immediate technical support, is that high spec, reliable and user friendly equipment should be the order of the day, especially in an oncology setup.

Despite all the obstacles we faced, the workshop was a success with the means available to us. I would like, in future, to play a part again in giving back some of my knowledge on digital imaging to Africa and see the profession grow.

---

**Yvette Hechter**
National Diploma in Radiography (Diagnostic), South Africa
B.Tech – Diagnostic Radiography (TUT)
Diploma in Vascular Ultrasound: Burwin Institute, Canada
Product and Application Specialist: Fujifilm and Canon Medical
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Director of Public Relations: Fozy Peer
Regional PR Representatives: Tan Chek Wee (Asia-Australasia)
Stefano Braico (Europe)
Sumbo Oyedele (Africa)
Sean Richardson (The Americas)

The Public Relations section of the ISRRT has been busy these past months with the compilation/review of various presentations and documents.

Reviewed:
- Criteria for corporate membership
- Congress Guidelines (work in progress)
- ISRRT an International Perspective (Power-point presentation)

Compiled:
- Criteria for Use of the ISRRT logo
- Why Radiography as a Career (Power-point presentation)
- Why Support the ISRRT (Flyer –Work in progress)

The website is constantly reviewed and updates are requested. E-copies of previous Newsletters are available on the website. The President and CEO are in consultation to acquire sponsorship for the translation of the Newsletter into French, Spanish and Japanese. Hardcopies of the Newsletter are published in May and November each year.

The revamped ISRRT logo, in keeping with the image of the ISRRT was launched at the Council Meeting in Durban in April 2008. Golf shirts bearing the ISRRT logo may be purchased from the CEO.

As requested at the previous Board meeting, quotations were obtained on printing folders for the ISRRT. The costs involved for the artwork and the logistics of sending the folders to the different countries requiring them, made them not such a feasible proposition.

The cost to have the ISRRT Newsletter printed in South Africa (SA) was cheaper than at the present supplier. However, the cost to then ship the Newsletters from SA to the members (mainly Australian) increased the cost dramatically and it was found not to be financially viable.

Many public relations activities are undertaken by Robert George and Sandy Yule in their roles as President and CEO respectively who promote the ISRRT extensively during their travels.

News from the Regions

As per the Council resolution – Europe and Africa are to have separate regional representatives.

Europe

At the last Council meeting there were no nominations for a public relations representative for Europe. Council accepted the proposal by the European Federation of Radiographic Societies (EFRS) to submit a nomination for the regional PR representative for Europe. We welcomed Stefano Braico as the regional representative for Europe. Stefano is very familiar with this role as he has previously served as regional Public relations representative for Europe-Africa.

Africa

Sumbo Oyedele was elected as public relations representative for Africa. Sumbo is no stranger to the ISRRT - she has represented Nigeria as Council member for many years. We welcome Sumbo into this new portfolio and look forward to a long and fruitful relationship.

Asia and Australasia

Welcome back to Tan Chek Wee from maternity leave and congratulations on the birth of a beautiful baby boy. Tan Chek Wee reports that 2008 has been an active year for the A & A region:

Hong Kong Radiographers’ Association (HKRA)

Inauguration Conference of the Hong Kong College of Radiographers and Radiation Technologists was held from 6th - 8 December 2008. Due to advancement in technology and increase in demand for quality services to meet the continuous professional development of radiographers and radiation therapists, the college was set-up to better fulfill these needs. Tan Chek Wee had the opportunity to attend the conference and was encouraged by the support and encouragement shown by radiologists and other professions on the formation of the college.

Japan

Election of directors and auditors of JART was held on 7th
June 2008 and a new board of directors and president was elected for JART. The A&D region will like to congratulate Mr. Kitamura for being elected as the new JART president and Mr. Abe and Mr. Harima as new vice-presidents respectively. Mr. Kumagai will now be the advisor of JART.

Malaysia
Congratulations to the Malaysia Society of Radiographers again for winning the bid to host the coming Asia and Australasia Conference of Radiological Technologists (AACRT) in August 2009. The AACRT will be held in conjunction with the annual Malaysia -Singapore Radiographers Conference and we are looking forward to a great conference in Kuala Lumpur.

Singapore
Singapore Society of Radiographers (SSR) celebrated its 50th Anniversary Celebration on 5-7th September 2008. It was a big event where we had the honour of the President of Singapore, Mr SR Nathan to grace the Golden Jubilee Gala Dinner. The 2 Day Event was a big success with a total of more than 300 participants from 6 different countries joining us. Mr Robert George, the president of ISRRT was one of the invited speakers for this joyous occasion.

An international certifying examination for Image and Information Management Administrator (PACs) was initiated by Japan and Korea Society of Radiological Technologists. An International Accreditation board was also formed by both societies to administer the exam. The exam was held yearly in September. Last year, participants from 6 different countries in the region; Japan, Korea, R.O.C., Hong Kong, Macao, and Thailand participated in the exam.

Americas
Sean Richardson our usual busy bee for the Americas has had a somewhat quite period – perhaps the effect of the current economic recession!

The contribution of the regional PR representatives is appreciated. My tasks are made easier by the support and prompt response for comments/input from the valued Board members and CEO.
Good morning Vietnam

By Philippe Gerson, ISRRT Council Member, France

FOR about two years, a project to help train Vietnamese radiographers has been in preparation. Initiated by the Epicentre Network company, represented by Mr Nguyen, this project aims to put in relation French and Vietnamese training centres and in future, to develop a distance education structure.

Hai Duong University, located near Hanoi, started this project in collaboration with the radiographer school of Orleans, represented by director Mrs Le Goazigo.

In 2008, it welcomed a Hai Duong teachers delegation to do work shadowing. AFPPE was also contacted because of the relationship it has had with their Vietnamese colleagues in the Hanoi area for the past 10 years.

Mrs Zerroug, Director of Radiographer School in Paris, and myself joined this training project. Before beginning our work in Hai Duong we were welcomed by Dr Bernatas, Health Counsellor for the French Embassy in Hanoi, in order to talk about the situation of radiology in Vietnam. Vietnam has some technical equipment including CT, MRI, and CR while Radiotherapy and Nuclear Medicine are less developed. PET Scan is also used in Hanoi.

Thanks to the work of the GREF (group of radiologists and teachers of French language) many Vietnamese radiologists have been trained in our territory. As for radiographers it is unrealistic to consider training them in France. It seems more useful and more productive to educate the trainers and to structure training.

To follow up that idea we met the X-ray technicians and the radiologists’ teachers before leaving for Hai Duong.

Pr Vu Long and the manager of the X-ray Department of Bach Mai Hospital in Hanoi met us to put together a preliminary analysis of the training needs.

In Vietnam radiographers’ training is managed by Hai Duong who is the director of a major asset — a

Above: Mrs Zerroug and Mrs Le Goazigo with radiographers and students
The principle of teaching is the following: at the end of their studies students are able to x-ray patients supervised by a radiologist teacher who check the films. Patients benefit from reduced fees.

The project to improve training has now begun so it should be continuous and lasting.

X-ray work is only open to men because of the perceived radiation hazard and the difficulty of the job. According to the country’s laws women are not allowed to undertake work which involves radiation.

There is no national diploma and each university is free to put in place a two, three or four-year training program as required. Nowadays the two-year training program is mostly designed for radiographers doing “projection imaging” however this is being given up. Indeed with the boom of imaging (Bach Mai hospital has seven scanners and three IRM) Vietnamese universities have turned to a four-year training. It is important to mention that the last year is mainly dedicated to work placements.

As AFPPE, we have decided to keep our relationship with our Hanoi collaborators in order to help them to update their training courses.

Our first mission was in Hai Duong, where we have continued our work in collaboration with the local training team which includes two radiologists.

Finally we would like to thank all those who helped the project in Hai Duong and Hanoi universities and for welcoming us and sharing with us their culture. This gave us the opportunity to discover a rich tradition in a forward thinking country.

**Above:** Mr Gerson with Director of Paramedical School of Hanoi and Pr Vu Long.
Sumbo was born April 15th, 1953 to loving parents and a close knit family. She went from one of the best girls’ schools, Queen’s School Ede/Ibadan, to study Radiography in the Federal School of Radiography, Lagos, Nigeria where she qualified in October, 1975 with a Diploma of the College of Radiographers, London.

Sumbo then commenced her professional journey in December 1975 as a basic radiographer at the radiology department of the University College Hospital, Ibadan, Nigeria where she rose to become the Deputy Director of Radiography up till date.

In her over 30 years of practice in this premier hospital and the biggest hospital in West Africa, she took time out to attend courses in management, radiation protection and especially Computerized Tomography.

She trained for her Computerized Tomography course in the University of Wales, Cardiff under the tutelage of Dr Sandy Yule. She has thus used the training and experience to train over 300 radiographers in the CT Specialty.

She was vice president of her national body, the Association of Radiographers of Nigeria for six years and later became the President of the association for three years. She is now a fellow of the association.

Sumbo is a familiar face at most of the international conferences, the UKRC, the ISRRT congresses and the RSNA. These outings have helped her tremendously in practice. She has been the council member representing Nigeria in the ISRRT for over 10 years and she has been recently elected the Regional Coordinator on Public Relations for Africa in the ISRRT and also the Vice Secretary of the Pan African congress of Radiology and Imaging (PACORI).

Sumbo is a proud mother of a daughter, Adenike who is a banker and two sons. Ayodeji works with an IT company and the last son Olubunmi is currently undergoing the mandatory National Service.

Sumbo’s hobbies include traveling and watching movies.

sumbooyedele@yahoo.com
Robert Shen

ISRRT Regional Director, Asia and Australasia

Robert Shen was born in 1950 in Taiwan. Robert is married with two sons.

Graduated: Dept. of Radiological Technology, Yuan Pei University
Training Programs:
Language Training Centre
Taiwan Normal University (English Class)
Clinical Orientation at Affiliate University Hospital of Hiroshima, Japan

Served successively as:
– Medical Radiological Technologist, Department of Radiology, Taipei Veterans General Hospital Taipei, Taiwan
– Medical Radiological Technologist, New Jeddah Clinical Hospital, Saudi Arabia
– Clinical Instructor, Department of Radiology, Yuan Pei University Taiwan
– Clinical Instructor, School of Biomedicine and Engineering, National Yang Min University Taiwan
– Editor-in-chief, Journal of Taiwan Society of Radiological Technologists (TWSRT)
– Council Member/ Secretary General, TWSRT
– Representative of TWSRT, Council member of International Society of Radiographers and Radiological Technologists, ISRRT

Appointed to:
(2002-present): Regional Director, Asia and Australasia, International Society of Radiographers and Radiological Technologists, ISRRT
(2006-present): Board Member, Board of Management, ISRRT
(2006-present): Council member of Taipei City Association of Radiological Technologists, TPART
(2007-present): Secretary General of Chinese Association of Radiological Technologists, (Organization for professional Practicing Radiographers in Taiwan) CART

Membership of Professional Bodies:
– Associate Member of ISRRT
– Member of TWSRT
– Member of TPART

Languages:
Chinese (Mandarin), local dialects of Taiwan, English, some Cantonese, Japanese and Arabic

Hobbies:
Outdoor activities, mountain climbing, jogging and travelling.
Michael D. Ward, Ph.D., RTR, FASRT
ISRRT Regional Director, America’s

Dr Michael D. Ward is the Associate Dean for Student Programs and Professor for Goldfarb School of Nursing at Barnes-Jewish College in St. Louis, Missouri. He received his bachelor’s degree in Radiologic Science from St. Louis University in 1981, where he graduated Magna Cum Laude. He holds a Master’s degree in Educational Administration from the University of Missouri – St. Louis and a Doctor of Philosophy degree in Higher Education Administration from Saint Louis University.

Dr Ward has served on and chaired numerous committees and commission and has been very active in local, state, national and international radiologic science organizations. At the Missouri affiliate level, he has held the offices of Treasurer, Vice-President, and twice has served as President and Chairman of the Board. In October 1987, the Missouri Society presented Dr Ward with the first “Mallinckrodt Award of Excellence” and later honored him with “Life Membership” in 1995.

At the national level, Dr Ward has served as Vice-President, President-Elect, President, and Chairman of the Board of the American Society of Radiologic Technologists. In June of 1988, he was elevated to Fellow of the ASRT and in 1996; ASRT honored him by selecting Dr Ward to be the Hartman Memorial Lecturer. This marked ASRT’s 75th birthday and the 100th anniversary of the discovery of X-ray. He currently serves on the Board of Management for the International Society of Radiographers and Radiological Technologists and has represented the United States Radiologic Science community as a member of the governing Council of this organization at meetings in Tokyo, Japan; Lisbon, Portugal; Sydney, Australia; Bridgetown, Barbados; Amsterdam in the Netherlands; Hong Kong, China; Singapore, and Durban, South Africa. Dr Ward was appointed to the Board of Trustees of the ASRT Education and Research Foundation (the philanthropic arm of the ASRT), and from 2000 to 2003 was elected Chairman of the Board of the Foundation. In April 2005, Dr Ward completed his second three year appointment on the Board of Directors of the Joint Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology. He continues to serve as a site visiting team chair for this accrediting organization.

His personal motto is to “Always Strive Toward Excellence.”

➢ Deadlines
The deadlines for receiving material for publication in the two issues each year of the ISRRT Newsletter are April 1 and October 1.
News
Meet the WRETF ... this is us at our Nov 2008 meeting in London
Standing Left to Right Dominique Zerroug, Alan Budge & Ann Paris
Seated Wilma de Groot & Lizzie Zukiewicz
(Stanley Eustace was absent from the meeting)

Trustees’ news
After many years of service sadly Niru Kolmannskog has decided to stand down as trustee
due to ill health. We thank Niru for all her support over the years. This leaves us with 2
vacancies on the trustees’ board and we are currently in the process of selecting 2 new
trustees which will be put forward to the ISRRRT board. We hope that these will be from
Canada / North America and Australasia to make us more representative of a world wide
charity.

Applications
Since returning from Durban I have been busily trying to catch up with sending out
parcels. I have sent books out to: UGANDA, MALAWI, INDONESIA, ZAMBIA, NEPAL,
IVORY COAST, & BOTSWANA.
These have been very gratefully received as can be seen by the following quotes ...

“I got those books which you had sent. We are grateful to WRETF.” (Nepal).

“Don’t know how we have to express our sincere appreciation ... To day have received the
second package of books. Thanks so much. May I take this opportunity to thank you for
the positive mind you have shown to assist our patients through this way ... The books you
send us are the source of information, that much we do appreciate.” (BOTSWANA)

Donations
I met a large number of people in Durban last summer and we have since received a few
more offers of books and a bit more interest in our work but we desperately need your help
financially to support our colleagues overseas in departments with few resources. It costs a
MINIMUM of £10.30 to send a single Clarke Positioning book out at the cheapest surface
rate. I want to send books to many more people but without funds this is not possible. To
send a few essential titles to recipients costs a minimum of US$45 per applicant so please
when you get asked about donating to WRETF say YES donate and help us to continue the
work.

Lizzie Zukiewicz
Hon Secretary, WRETF
2008 a successful year educationally

There are two other potentially exciting areas already under discussion.

International Accreditation

From feedback received it seems that although many want this, to compete with existing well established, experienced and better funded EDUCATIONAL entities, is unrealistic. However there are several other options we might consider and I would like to suggest that as one step we establish a discussion forum on the web and encourage members through the newsletter and any other way to engage in a discussion on this issue.

The Future of Radiography Education

This was brought up last year and it was thought ISRRT would be a good place to look at how our curricula can deal with the rapidly changing technology and even professional roles. This may also be a subject for a web discussion.

Hopefully both will be part of the schedule in the ISRRT World Congress in the Gold Coast in September 2010.

Thank you again to the many people who helped make these activities possible. I am one of the few people privileged to see just how thankful our members are for these opportunities. Every instructor that has been involved with these workshops comments on the hard work and incredible commitment of the participants, often traveling long distances, forgoing national holidays, family etc. to attend. This is truly a two way opportunity with overseas instructors learning as much about our fellow radiographers as the participants do about improving their practice of radiography.

Thank you too, to the Board members who have been so supportive of the activities in their regions. I look forward to serving our profession in the coming months and hopefully meeting many of you.

Perez who is a scientist with the Public Health and Environment section of the WHO. She was very excited to see us at the meeting and expressed a strong desire to continue to work closely with ISRRT and the Regional Officers of the Americas to partner with them and PAHO to work on much needed projects and initiatives in Latin America and the Caribbean.

Mrs Johnson and Dr Ward had an hour meeting with the newly elected IRPA President, Ken Case and Vice President, Renate Czarwinski (from Vienna, Austria) to discuss how ISRRT and IRPA could liaise with one another in the future. President Case will be sending a request of possible contacts for Radiation Safety Officers in various countries where they currently have no representation. They are especially looking for assistance with strengthening relationships with RSO’s in the Caribbean. We indicated that we would take his request to the entire ISRRT Board for assistance with the IRPA request. Representatives from both radiology associations look forward to working with each other in the future as both organizations are looking to protect the public and staff from unnecessary exposure to radiation.

Professor Audrey Paterson, director of professional policy at the Society, said: “The Scope of Practice 2008 is a significant piece of work for the profession. Not only does it inform the Society as to how the entire profession is developing and evolving, it is also useful information for those planning service innovations and developments.

“In addition, radiographers and the wider radiographic workforce will be able to discover what their peers are doing and where they are in terms of their career progression framework; and HEIs will be able to use it as a strong, evidence-based tool to inform forthcoming course developments.

“We would encourage each and every member of the radiographic profession to read the report in order to gain an overall knowledge of the scope of their profession as it stands at present.”

The Scope of Practice 2008 can be accessed via the Society’s online document library.
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Planning continues ...

In April 2008, members of the convening committee and members of the AIR Board of Directors attended the 15th ISRRT World Congress held in Durban, South Africa. Many of the 1400 delegates attending the Durban World Congress who enquired at the booth were presented with Australian icons such as kangaroos and koala. At many times during the meeting, delegates keen to know more about the Australian venue, queued during tea breaks for promotional material. A website is currently under construction to provide and assist with information on this coming event.

Also announced at the 15th ISRRT World Congress was the retirement of Emile Badawy, the EO of the AIR, pictured below with Pam Rowntree, Rob George and Tyrone Goh.

Members of the convening committee have also taken the opportunity to promote this coming event at the NZIMRT Conference in Queenstown New Zealand. As the AIR and NZIMRT host combined conferences every 5 years, we welcoming our New Zealand colleagues to the convening committee.

As the countdown begins, the Gold Coast Australia awaits your attendance at this exciting world event in 2010!!

www.isrrt.org
1. The 2009 CAMRT Executive are President, Fiona Mitchell, RTT, ACT, CMS, FCAMRT from the province of British Columbia; Vice President Michel Doucette, RTT from the province of New Brunswick; Treasurer Deborah Murley, RTR from the province of Prince Edward Island; as well as President-Elect Shirley Bague, RTR, RTMR from the province of Alberta. She will serve as President-Elect from January 1 to December 31 2009, as president for two years from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2011. The CAMRT Board has also decided to use one of the two remaining at-large positions to bring a younger perspective onto the Board by appointing a member who has less than 10 years in the profession.

Key members of the CAMRT staff, the CEO is Mr Chuck Shields; Director of Education, Ms Elaine Dever; the newly hired CAMRT Director of Advocacy, Communications and Events is Leacy O’Callaghan-O’Brien and the new CAMRT Director of Professional Practices is Mark Given.

2. The 67th CAMRT Annual General Conference will take place in Vancouver June 4-7, 2009. Our Keynote Speaker will be Mr Robert George! This year there will also be satellite symposia as part of the Conference, which are industry-sponsored sessions held outside the official conference program. The educational program is now on the CAMRT website. It is looking to be a truly amazing conference so I do hope you have already sent in your registration! Planning has already begun for the 2010 Conference in Quebec City, in the province of Quebec; 2011 in Saskatoon in the province of Saskatchewan; and 2012 in Toronto in the province of Ontario. The 2012 Conference will be held in conjunction with the ISRRRT World Congress and we are so looking forward to this great event. The 2009 Annual General Conference preliminary program is available on the CAMRT website: www.camrt.ca/english/events/annual_genconf.asp

3. Update on the CAMRT Assessment of Internationally Educated Medical Radiation Technologists
In Canada Internationally Educated Medical Radiation Technologists (IEMRT’s) must be registered with the provincial regulatory body, the College of Medical Radiation Technologists of Ontario (CMRTO) before applying for national certification with the CAMRT.

3.1 Candidates who wish to work in the province of Ontario must register with the provincial regulatory body, the College of Medical Radiation Technologists of Ontario (CMRTO) before applying for national certification with the CAMRT.

3.2 Candidates who wish to work in the province of Alberta must register with the Alberta College of Medical Diagnostic and Therapeutic Technologies (ACMDTT) before applying for national certification with the CAMRT. However, assessment is done by the CAMRT.

3.3 Candidates who wish to write the exam in the province of British Columbia must register as “non-Canadian trained student members” with the British Columbia Association of Medical Radiation Technologists (BCAMRT) prior to applying for national certification with the CAMRT. However, assessment is done by the CAMRT.

3.4 The province of Quebec has its own certification process. Candidates intending to reside and work in Quebec should contact the provincial regulatory body, L’Ordre des technoloques en radiologie du Quebec (OTRQ).

3.5 All other candidates must be registered through the CAMRT. CAMRT requirements are as follows:

1. Currently the Language proficiency requirements are:
   - verification of language proficiency of either French or English, if not the first language
   - Internet (iBT) TOEFL with a total score of at least 45 in the Reading, Listening and Writing sessions and a score of at least 23 in the Speaking section.

CAMRT is currently involved with a project under Institutional Change Initiatives – Fair and Effective Processes that may result in changes to the above.

2. Assessment of IEMRT’s education in medical radiation technology
Verification of successful completion of a medical radiation technology education program in Nuclear Medicine, Radiological Technology, Radiation Therapy or Magnetic Resonance Imaging is required. Candidates must submit notarized copies of:

- degrees or diploma certificate. Faxes or un-notarized copies are not acceptable to be sent in for validation purposes.
- transcript from educational facility. If the educational facility mails this directly to the CAMRT this is deemed acceptable.
- syllabus from the completed university, college or hospital educational program. A photocopy or printout of the syllabus is acceptable.
- syllabus from the completed university, college or hospital educational program. A photocopy or printout of the syllabus is acceptable.

3. The Americas
Canada
program following the guidelines that have been developed based on the CAMRT Competency profiles and known curriculum in Canadian medical radiation technology education programs. The CAMRT Coordinator of Certification is provided education in the evaluation of international academic credentials through organizations such as the World Education Services (WES).

3. Work Experience
Although the following may change, currently the CAMRT expectations are that within the past five years, a minimum of 1950 hours of work hours is required of the candidate. This is approximately equivalent to one year full-time work, Canadian employment hours. A letter of reference from a previous employer(s) is acceptable but must be submitted on letterhead and indicate the position or title, job responsibilities, procedures performed and dates of employment. A possible proposed change, however, suggests a reduction in the number of hours required with a clinical competency assessment based on performance of specific imaging procedures.

4. The CAMRT 2009 – 2011 Strategic Plan now features four very important strategic directions that will ensure our national professional association better supports its members as professionals and effectively promotes the profession. A large number of stakeholders, including all the provincial associations, regulatory bodies, associated physician Associations, and CAMRT office staff, assisted the CAMRT Board of Directors in the process of reviewing, updating and focusing on the goals and objectives of our Association. Here are some initiatives as part of the strategic directions:

Strategic Direction #1 – CAMRT will ensure the highest possible standards in the national certification process and practice requirements for each discipline.

• The CAMRT Board has set the requirement for access to the CAMRT certification exam for graduates of Canadian MR Programs as successful completion of an educational program in MR that has been accredited by the CMA Conjoint Accreditation Services. The CAMRT will no longer require graduates from an accredited MR 2nd discipline program to have a previous CAMRT designation or an RDMS designation in order to access the CAMRT certification exam. Graduation from the MR 2nd discipline program will be sufficient.

• There is continued strong registration in CPD programs, with 569 registered to date for courses so far in 2009. Over 1,700 participated in CAMRT CPD programs in 2008.

• Work continues on the development of an Interventional Radiology Specialty Certificate Program. It is hoped a portion of this program can be ready for release in 2010.

• CAMRT has conducted a survey of francophone technologists, including a mailing list from Quebec, to identify quick self-study courses that would be of most interest. These courses will be made available in French.

• The Dosimetry 3 course has been released for the winter 2009 term. This completes the series of didactic courses for the Dosimetry Specialty Certificate Program.

• The CT Operation Gap Analysis Task Group has recently completed the 2nd draft of a paper that defines the additional training that technologists need in order to conduct CT procedures typically performed by other disciplines. This draft is currently under review and will be revised based on reviewer feedback, for presentation to the CAMRT Board of Directors at its June 2009 meeting.

Strategic Direction #2 – CAMRT will provide the highest possible value and service to its members.

Strategic Direction #3 – CAMRT will promote the profession and encourage professionalism in the practice of medical radiation technology.

The CAMRT Board decided to endorse the ‘Disclosure Guidelines’ of the Canadian Patient Safety Institute (CPSI). These have been developed to address how health care professionals should handle talking with patients about adverse events.

Our CAMRT Professional Practice Advisory Council continues to work on

• addressing the continuum of practice from aide positions to advanced practice needs,

• identifying further directions to take regarding occupational health and safety issues

• volunteering needs within professional practice

• determining how technology can assist us as we move forward.

Strategic Direction #4-The CAMRT will advocate on behalf of the MRT profession to influence public policy and to address issues that impact the profession, the health care system and quality of patient services.

• The CAMRT has re-formed the joint committee with the Canadian Association of Radiologists to continue moving on the project to develop advanced practice roles for radiological technologists. It has also commissioned a paper that summarizes what has happened in Canada.
and internationally regarding the development of advanced practice for MRTs and lessons learned from those experiences. CAMRT participants on this working group will include Past-CAMRT President Melanie Hilkewich.

- The Board is considering the possibility of rebranding the medical radiation technology profession and the possibility of applying this concept to the work of both the CAMRT and the provinces.

- CAMRT has been monitoring developments regarding the availability of medical isotopes in Canada.

Any question you may have please email me at jreyer@shaw.ca

Rita Eyer, R.T.R., A.C.R.
Canadian Council Member

Asia/Australasia

Australia

The Australian Institute of Radiography recently inducted Mr Timothy Way as its President at the Annual General Meeting held in Sydney in March 2009. Timothy is Assistant Director of Medical Imaging at the Princess Alexandra Hospital in Brisbane and takes over this role from the immediate past President Mr Chris Whennan.

The AIR is currently conducting a review of the Professional Development Year. This is a year of supervised postgraduate clinical experience required of all graduates of three year degree programs in order to achieve full professional accreditation. Sharon Brackenridge has recently been appointed to the position of National Professional Development Program Director with the AIR and a discussion paper on the review is available on the website.

In 2009 a Combined Scientific Meeting which marks the joining of the The Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Radiologists (RANZCR), (including the Faculty of Radiation Oncology (FRO)), The Australian Institute of Radiography (AIR) and the Australasian College of Physical Scientists & Engineers in Medicine (ACPSEM) is to be held at the Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre, Brisbane Australia, 22-25 October 2009.

Planning is well underway for the 16th ISRRT World Congress being held in Australia in September 2010. The ISRRT President, Rob George, and CEO, Sandy Yule made a site visit in late April to view the facilities and meet with the organising committee of which I am the chair. The Director of Education, Cynthia Cowling accompanied them. This will be a great opportunity to showcase what the Gold Coast which lies south of Brisbane can offer to registrants and their families. An exciting educational program and technical exhibition is being planned for 2010. More information can be found at the website. Go to www.air.asn.au and follow the links to 16th ISRRT World Congress.

On behalf of all AIR members I would like to send our best wishes to our colleagues around the world. To Council members from the Asia/Australasian region, please let me know if you have any suggestions for educational seminars within the region.

Pam Rowntree
Councillor for Australia

Taiwan

On February 22, 2009 the 42nd Annual Meeting of TWSRT and the 11th East Asia Conference of Radiological Technologists(EACRT) was hosted by the Taiwan Society of Radiological Technologists. This was a successful conference both in preparation and election. The new president and board members of TWSRT were elected. The new president, Dr Lin Cheng-Hsun, also known as Stenver Lin is also a Professional Practice Committee member of Asia and Australasia region of ISRRT.

Taiwan, Japan and Korea hold EACRT meeting three times a year, in February, June and October respectively. The Conference has become well-known for its knowledge and feast of opportunities in Asia. It attracted over 3,000 members of TWSRT, 100 guests from Hong Kong, Thailand, Macau, Mongolia, Japan as well as Korea who were outstanding scholars and experts. Participants in all fields took part in this conference this year.
More than 3,000 attendees collected at the 11th EACRT on February 22, 2009, Taipei.

Three prominent scholars were invited for refresher courses. They were Mr Rob George from Australia, Dr Lee, Rouh-Tsann, Director of Automatic Energy Council (ACE), Taiwan, and Mr Kazuyuki Abe from Japan.

TWSRT is going to hold the 18th Asian/ Australasian Conference of Radiological Technologists Technologists (AACRT) in 2011. The conference venue is located in the southern part of Taiwan, Kaohsiung. The date and more detailed information will be placed on the website and newsletter very soon.

Miss Lee Councillor, Taiwan

Lebanon

Early this year the General Committee of the Syndicate of Radiographers of Lebanon held a conference to elect eight members for an executive Board of Management to manage the Syndicate.

The new Board of Management prepares for several future projects such as:
- Make a project to organise the job of x-ray in Lebanon because there is no law for organize the work in this job.
- The Board of Management has begun to prepare several educational conferences to increase the work level of the employees in this profession.
- The Board of Management has begun preparing a work plan for four years, the time of the Board of Management.

- Create a website to contain all the information that is related to the subjects of the Syndicate for all members to know about it.
- Make a health assurance for all members that contains the law of retired persons providing.
- Working hard to improve the monthly salary to increase the level of the employees.

The Activities for 4 years

- Education Congress yearly.
- Organisation of work in this profession in all hospital’s in Lebanon.
- Create a health assurance for all members.
- Developing the situation of all persons working in profession.
- Create a box for the persons retired.
- Supposing a Law to the Government for organize the job in this profession.

Moufid Abou Assi, General Secretary
Beirut - Lebanon

Africa

Nigeria

The year 2008 was a very successful year for the Association of Radiographers of Nigeria and the Radiographers Registration Board of Nigeria (RRBN). There were several CPD courses that took place. There was a two week intensive CT course at the University College Hospital, Ibadan, a two week MRI course at the Ahmadu Bello University Zaria, also a management course for very senior radiographers and a mammography course at Lagos State Teaching Hospital, Lagos.

All these courses were fully attended and very successful and therefore the RRBN plans to repeat them in the year 2009 for other radiographers who were not able to attend.

The NNRA (Nigeria Nuclear Regulatory Authority) also had radiographers who are their department’s RSO (Radiation Safety Officers) attend a two week educative course on monitoring and radiation protection.

The annual conference was held at the University College Hospital, Ibadan. It was in November 2008. The 50th anniversary of the association was also celebrated. The anniversary/conference was very exciting and educative. The proffered papers were intelligent and
the social aspect thrilling.

There is a vast shortage of radiographers in the country and both the association and board were working at ways to increase the number. The first set of radiographers graduated from the University of Maiduguri in December 2008 and the board has registered them to proceed on the one-year mandatory internship period.

The association of Radiographers in conjunction with the Association of Radiologist of West Africa (ARAWA) will host the 5th Biennial Scientific Conference of the PACORI (Pan African Congress of Imaging and Radiology), August 10-14, 2009 in Abuja, Nigeria. I am using this opportunity to invite all to our beautiful and warm climate in Nigeria.

Finally, I want to again congratulate Dr. Fozy Peer for the wonderful reception and congress in Durban, South Africa where 15 Nigerian radiographers were present. We had a great time and we hope to see you at PACORI in Abuja.

Sumbo Oyedele
Council Member

Greece

Being consistent with the pragmatic needs of the female healthcare user and the rapid evolution of medical imaging technology we wish to inform you of the Joint Symposium of the Greek Scientific Society of Radiological Technologists and the Panhellenic Society of Radiological Technologists with the theme: “Breast cancer: Imaging Technology and Prevention”. The Symposium will be held in cooperation with the 1st Department of Surgery Propaedeutics University of Athens at Chalkida, Evia on 9th-10th of May 2009.

Our ongoing efforts as health professionals and the level of awareness among female healthcare users in Greece regarding breast cancer screening have somewhat demanded this symposium.

We hope this summit will provide attendees the opportunity to refresh and to gain up to date knowledge in breast imaging as there will be innovative topics covering MRI Mammography, Radiographer Communications Skills and Patient Psychology.

In terms of role expansion a lecture in Organizing a Breast Screening Unit will be included.

Furthermore the highlight of our symposium will be an open day to the public in order to answer frequent asked questions by experts.

The symposium has two major objectives. First it aims to provide health imaging professionals with current know-how on breast imaging and breast cancer research. Succeeding it expects to elevate the alertness of female healthcare users by releasing recent information about understanding Breast Cancer Screening and Managing Diagnosis of Breast Cancer to the public.

Dimitris Katsifarakis
ISRRT Councillor
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**SKELETAL RADIOGRAPHY:**

A concise introduction to projection radiography

*2nd Edition*

by Sheila Bull,  
Senior Lecturer Medical Imaging, University of Teesside, UK

Key benefits of buying this book:

- **Read vital information not easy to source elsewhere**
- **Learn about medical terminology related to radiography**
- **Understand main principles of projection techniques**
- **Find a unique source of academic references**

“An excellent textbook...a very well-written book which makes an enjoyable read” – British Journal Hospital Medicine

ISBN 9780955131103 • December 2005 • Paperback 205 pages 196 illustrations • Post and pack free UK

Cover price £39.95 • Contact publisher for trade and student discounts

For more details and how to buy visit: www.toolkit-publications.co.uk

---

**ISRRT Newsletter**

publication dates

The dates of publication for the **ISRRT Newsletter**.

From 2009 the newsletter will be published in May and November.

The deadlines will be April 1 (May issue) and October 1 (November issue).

Any queries please contact:

The Secretary General, Dr Alexander Yule:
issrt.yule@btinternet.com OR

Production Editor, Rachel Bullard:
depbluedesign1@mac.com
June 4-8, 2009
CAMRT 67th Annual General Conference
Vancouver, Canada
For further information www.camrt.ca

June 6-8, 2009
UKRC Annual Congress
Manchester, UK
A three-day multidisciplinary scientific conference and technical exhibition. UKRC is aimed at all those involved in the field of radiological science.
For further information www.ukrc.org.uk

June 10, 2009
58th Nordic Radiological Congress
For more information www.nordiccongress.dk/

August 13-16, 2009
17th Asian Conference of Radiological Technologists (ACRT); and
Malaysia Singapore Radiographers Conference
“Technology and Role Evolution”
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
For further information contact the society at: ms_radiographer@yahoo.com

August 10-14, 2009
5th Biennial Scientific Conference of PACORI
Abuja, Nigeria

August 27, 2009
New Zealand Institute of Medical Radiation Technology (NZIMRT) Conference
Rotorua Convention Centre
www.nzimrt.co.nz

September 1, 2009
Rontgenveckan
For further information www.swedrad.se

September 26-27, 2009
First National Conference of SORRT India
Kanyakumar, India

October, 2009
5th Conference for French-speaking Radiological Technologists
Cameroonian Association in cooperation with AFPPE and ISRRT

October 22-25, 2009
Combined Scientific Meeting
Marks the joining of the The Royal Australian & New Zealand College of Radiologists, (including the Faculty of Radiation Oncology), The Australian Institute of Radiography and the Australasian College of Physical Scientists & Engineers in Medicine (ACPSEM)
Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

2010

May 27-30, 2010
CAMRT 68th Annual General Conference
Quebec City, Canada
For further information www.camrt.ca

September 9-12, 2010
16th ISRRT World Congress
Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
For further information www.air.asn.au

2011

“Imaging the Imagination”
18th Asian/Australasian Conference of Radiological Technologists (AACRT), and International Joint Conference of the Taiwan-Japan-Korea Radiological Technologists
Taiwan, Taipai
Website: www.twsrtrg.org.tw

CAMRT 69th Annual General Conference
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada
For further information www.camrt.ca

18th Asian/Australasian Conference of Radiological Technologists (AACRT)
Kaohsiung, Taiwan

2012

CAMRT Annual General Conference & ISRRT World Congress
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
For further information www.camrt.ca
Names and addresses of member societies and ISRRT Council Members

Australia
Australian Institute of Radiography
P.O. Box 1169, Collingwood, Victoria 3066
Tel: 61-3-9419 3336 Fax: 61-3-9416 0783
E-mail: air@air.asn.au
Website: www.air.asn.au
Council Member: Ms Pamela Rowntree
Email: p.rowntree@qut.edu.au

Austria
Verband DRTA Österreich,
Corvinusring 20
2700, Wiener Neustadt, Austria
Tel: + 43 699 1749 8367; Fax: +43 2622 321 2685
Email: office.rtaustria@gmx.at
Web Site: www.rtaustria.at
Council Member: Ms Karin Haller
Email : isrrt.rtaustria@gmx.at

Barbados
Barbados Association of Radiographers
c/o X-ray Dept, Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Martinsdale Road, St. Michael, Barbados
Tel: 246 426-5378 Fax: 246 429-5374
Email: info@imagingandtherapy.bb
Web Site: www.imagingandtherapy.bb
Council Member: Derlwyn Wilkinson
Email: bar@imagingandtherapy.bb

Belgium
Medical Radiological Technicians of Belgium,
Avenue des Paquerettes, 23
B - 1410, Waterloo, Belgium
Tel: 32 64 55 71 99 Fax: 32 64 55 71 99
Email: mrtb@skynet.be
Council Member: Mr Eric Bertrand,
Rue Provinciale 81, B-4042 Liers
Email: Eric.bertrand@hologic.be

Benin
Organisation Des professionnels En Imagerie Medicale Du Benin
02 BP 8125, Cotonou
Tel: (229) 39-02-99
Council Member: Mr Antoine Agbo
02 BP 8125, Cotonou
Email:ag_antoine@yahoo.fr

Botswana
Radiological Society of Botswana
P.O. Box 80789, Gaborone, Bostswana
Tel: (267) 585475; Fax: (267) 585475
Email Soci: xtina@mega.bw
Council Member: Mrs Avis N. C.Bareki, address as Society
Email: avis@it.bw

Burkina Faso
Association Burkinabé du Personnel Paramédical d’Electro-Radiologie
S/C CHNYO (Service de Radiologie)
03 BP 7022 Ouagadougou 03
Tel: 226 33 37 14 & 31 59 90/91
Poste 506 & 590
E-mail: abpper@bf.refer.org
Council Member: Mr Landry Power Kabore, address as Society
Email: kaboreissaka@yahoo.fr

Cameroon
Association Camerounaise du Personnel Technique d’Electroradiologie Médicale
B.P. 927 Yaoundé
Tel: 237-2236218; Fax: 237-2222086
Email: czambou@yahoo.fr
Council Member: Mr Justin Paul Charles SEE
Email: justseefr@yahoo.fr

Canada
Canadian Association of Medical Radiation Technologists,
10th Floor, 85, rue Albert Street
Ottawa, ON K1P 6A4
Tel: 613 234-0012; Fax: 613 234-1097
Email: cshields@camrt.ca
Web Site: www.camrt.ca
Council Member: Rita Eyer
Suite 1008, Number One Evergreen Place
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3L OE9, Canada
Email: jreyer@shaw.ca

Croatia
Croatian Association of Engineers of Medical Radiology,
Milinska 38, 10000 Zagreb
Tel: 00 385 1 4669771
Fax: 00385 1 4669772
Email Soc: hdimr@zg.hinet.hr
Web Site:www.hdimr.hr
Council Member: Mr Nenad Vodopija
Vlascika 15, 10000 Zagreb
Email: Nenad.vodopija@vmskola.hr
nenad@hdimr.hr

Cyprus
Pancyprian Society of Diagnostic & Radiotherapy Radiographers
c/o Mrs Maria Kyraikides Radiotherapy Depart.
Nicosia General Hospital, Nicosia -1450
Tel: 0035722801495; Fax: 0035722303471
Email: mariakyriaki@yahoo.com
Council Member: Mr Achilleas Kalaidjis, address as Society
Email: kalaidjis@logos.cy.net
Names and addresses of member societies and ISRRT Council Members

Czech Republic
Czech Radiographers Society
Sekretariat SRLA CR
Na Zlate Stocce 14
370 05 Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic
Email: info@srla.cz
Website: www.srla.cz
Council Member: Mr Cestmir David, address as society
Email: cestmir.david@medicon.cz

Denmark
Foreningen af Radiografer i Denmark
H. C. Orsteds Vej 70, 2. tv.
DK 1879 Frederiksberg C
Tel: 45-3537-4339; Fax: 45-3537-4342
Email: frd@radiograf.dk
Website: www.radiograf.dk
Council Member: Ms Charlotte Graungaard Bech, Dragebakken 289, 5250 Odense SV
Email: charlotte@radiograf.dk

El Salvador
Asociación Salvadoreña de Técnicos en Radiología e Imágenes Diagnósticas
6a calle poniente y 6a ave. sur reparto 6a calle, 3-8 bis #4, Santa Tecla
Email: oc.astrid_es_rad@yahoo.com.mx
Council Member: Mrs Elizabeth Ventura, address as Society
Email: oc.astrid_es_rad@yahoo.com.mx

Estonia
Estonian Society of Radiographers
Sillutise 6, Parnu 80010
Tel: 372 44 7312; Fax: 372 44 73 102
www.eroy.ee
Council Member: Ms Piret Vahtramae
Sillutise 6, Parnu 80010, Estonia
Email: piretva@ph.ee

Ethiopia
Ethiopian Radiographers Association
P.O. Box 21850, Addis Ababa
Tel: 15-50-76
Council Member: Mr Napoleon Bogale
P.O. Box 56324
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Tel: + 251 09 239768
Email: napi_bog@yahoo.com

Fiji
Fiji Society of Radiographers
P.O. Box 4307, Samabula, Suva, Fiji Islands
Tel: 679-3215548
Email: jsalabuco@govnet.gov.fj
Council Member: Mr Jone Salabuco, address as Society
Email: jsalabuco@govnet.gov.fj

Finland
The Society of Radiographers in Finland
PO Box 140, 00060 Tehy, Finland
Tel: 358 9 54227 521; Fax: 358 9 61500 267
Email: toimisto@suomenroentgenhoitajaliitto.fi
Website: www.suomenroentgenhoitajaliitto.fi
Council Member: Mr Marko Paananen, address as society

France
Association Francaise du Personnel Paramedic d’Electroradiologie
47 Avenue de Verdier, 92120 Montrouge
Tel: 33-1-49-121320; Fax 33-1-49-121325
Email: webmaster@afppe.com
Website: www.afppe.com
Council Member: Mr Philippe Gerson,
1 Rue des Couloirs
92260 Fontenay-aux-Roses
Email: philgerson@aol.com

Gabon
Association du Personnel Paramedical d’Electroradiologie du Gabonais
BP 13326 Libreville
Council Member: Mr Apollinaire Mberagana, address as Society
Email: samuelrokossa@yahoo.fr

The Gambia
The Gambia Association of Radiographers and Radiographic Technicians
c/o X-Ray Department, Royal Victoria Hospital
Banjul, The Gambia
Council Member: Mr Abdou Colley, address as Society

Germany
Deutscher Verband Technischer Assistenten in der Medizin e.V.
Spaldingstrasse 110 B, D-20097 Hamburg,
Tel: 0049 40 2351170
Fax: 0049 40 233373
Email: info@dvta.de
Website: www.dvta.de
Council Member: Susanne Huber
Email: susanne.huber@dvta.de

Ghana
Ghana Society of Radiographers
P.O. Box a602, Korle-Bu Teaching Hospital, Accra
Tel: 685488
Email: gsradiographers@yahoo.co.uk
Council Member: Mr Steven Boateng, address as society
Email: stboateng2000@yahoo.com

Greece
The Panhellenic Society of Radiotechnologists,
73 Sokratous Str., Athens 104.32
Tel: 30 1-522-8081; Fax: 30 1-522-8081
E-mail: pasta@mailbox.gr
Website: http://get.to/pasta
Council Member: Mr Dimitris Katsifarakis
36 Feriaiou Str., 143.42 Filadelfia, Athens
E-mail: dimitika@panafonet.gr

Guyana
Guyana Association of Medical Imaging Practitioners
The Senior Radiographer's Office
Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation
New Market Street
N/C Burge
Georgetown, Guyana
Names and addresses of member societies and ISRRT Council Members

Hong Kong
Hong Kong Radiological Technicians Association, P.O. Box 73549
Kowloon Central Post Office
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: 852 3517 5451 Fax: 852 3517 5199
Email: hkrtta1965@yahoo.com
Website: www.hkrtta50.com
Mr Apollo Wong, The Department of Radiology, Kwong Wah Hospital,
25 Waterloo Road, Kowloon
Email: hktra@Mail.hongkong.com

Hong Kong
Hong Kong Radiographers Association
Dept. of Radiology, Tuen Mun Hospital, Tuen Mun, NT
Tel: 852 22911161; Fax: 852 25747557
Email: info@hkra.org.hk
Website: www.hkra.org.hk
Council Member:
Mr Edward Chan
Email: chairman@hkra.org.hk

Hungary
Society of Hungarian Radiographers National Health Institute
Dept. of Radiology
1135 Budapest, Szabolcs u. 33 - 35.
Tel: 06-1-350-4764 Fax: 06-1-350–4765
Email: hungarian_radiographers@yahoo.com
Website: www.mrae.hu
Council Member:
Ms Katalin Lukovich
Email: klukovich@ogyik.hu

Iceland
Icelandic Society of Radiographers
Felag Geislafraedinga, Borgartuni 6, 105, Reykjavik, Iceland
Tel: 354-588 9770; Fax: 354-558 9239
Email: geislar@sigl.is
Website: www.sigl.is
Council Member:
Mrs Katrin Sigurdardottir, address as Society
Email: katrinsig@hive.is

India
Indian Association of Radiological Technologists,
Department of Radiodiagnosis, PGIMER, Chandigarh 160012
Tel: 91 172 27476389
Fax: 91 172 2745768
Email: iartindia@yahoo.com
Website: www.iart.org.in
Council Member:
Mr S. C. Bansal
H. No. 388, Sector 38-A, Chandigarh 160036,
Tel: 91 172 2691295
Mobile: 00 91 981503388
Email: scbansal38@rediffmail.com

Ireland
Irish Institute of Radiography and Radiation Therapy (IIRRT)
28 Millbrook Court, Kilmarnock, Dublin 8
Tel (m): +353 87 1313795
Fax: +353 1 6790433
Email: info@iir.ie
Website: www.iir.ie

Italy
Federazione Nazionale Collegi Professionali Tecnicini Sanitari Di Radiologia Medica
Via Veio, 20, 00183 Rome
Tel: 39 06 7759 0560
Email: federazionone@tsrm.org
Council Member:
Mr Stefano Braico
Email: stefano.braico@libero.it

Ivory Coast
Association Nationale des Techniciens d’Imagerie Médicale de Côte d’Ivoire
21 BP 854 Abidjan 21
Email: antim_civ@yahoo.fr
Council Member:
Yai Kouame Boniface
18 BP 720 Abidjan 18
Tel: 225 21253793
Fax: 225 07052526
Email: kwame_boniface@yahoo.fr

Jamaica
Society of Radiographers (Jamaica)
P.O. Box 38, Kingston 6
Tel: 809-977-2388; Fax: 809-977-2388
Email: societyofradiographers@yahoo.com
Council Member:
Miss Claudia Tavares
Radiology West, 34 Market Street, Montego Bay, Jamaica
Email: tech-one@cwjamaica.com

Japan
Japan Association of Radiological Technologists,
31st Floor, World Trade Center Bldg.
2-4-1 Hamamatsu-cho Minato-ku,
Tokyo 105-6131
Tel: 3-5405-3612 Fax: 3-5405-3613
Email:y_oyama@jart.or.jp
Website: www.jart.jp
Council Member:
Mr Yoshiaki Kitamura, address as Society
Email: kitamura@jart.or.jp

Kenya
Kenya Association of Radiographers
Golf Course Commercial Centre
Off Mbagath Way, Kenyatta Market
Nairobi. 1st Floor Room 1.14
Tel: +254 272 0607, +254 272 0607
M: +254 724 319582 / +254 726 160562
Email: kenyaradiographers@yahoo.com
Council Member:
Mr Charles Omondi
PO Box 90231 Mombasa Kenya
Tel: +254 725848273/254 314201 Ext. 3219
Email: comok2004@yahoo.com

Korea
Korean Radiological Technologist Association,
250 Yang Jae -Dong, Seocho-Ku, Seoul 137-130
Tel: 82-02-576-6524/5; Fax: 82-02-576-6526
Names and addresses of member societies and ISRRT Council Members

Email: krt@krt.or.kr
Website: www.krt.or.kr
Council Member: Mr Jeong-Kyu Lee, address as Society

Latvia
Latvian Society of Radiographers
Institute of Radiology
13 Pilsonu Street, Riga, LV 1002 Latvia
Tel: 371 7144635
Fax: 371 7144635
Email: nms@parks.lv
Council Member: Ms Elita Rutka, address as society
Email: elitaru@hotmail.com

Lebanon
Lebanon Society of Radiographers
The American University of Beirut-Medical Centre, School of Radiography
PO Box 11-0236, Beirut 1107-2020
Tel: 01961 1 35000 ext: 5070
E-mail: moufidaassi@hotmail.com
Council Member: Mr Ghassan Wadih Merheb, address as Society

Macau
Macau Radiology Association
PO Box No.: 9013, Macau
Email: mra@macau.ctm.net
www.home.macau.ctm.net/~mra
Council Member: Mr Kok Leong Kei
Email: klk@macau.ctm.net or klk@ssm.gov.mo

Macedonia
Macedonian Society of Radiological Technologists
c/o Miroslav Kostadinov, Institut za Radiologija
Klinicki Centar
Vodnianska 17, 1000 Skopje, Macedonia
Tel: 389 2 115069; Fax: 389 2 1 66974
Email: rentgen@vnet.com.mk
E-mail: mariokostadinov@yahoo.co.uk
Council Member: Mr Zdravko Damjanovski,
32 Victor Villas, Great Cambridge Road
London N9 9VP, United Kingdom
Email: zak@zdravko.freeserve.co.uk

Malaysia
Malaysian Society of Radiographers
c/o Department of Diagnostic Imaging
Hospital Kuala Lumpur,
50586 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2906674 Fax: 03-2989845
Email: ms_radiographer@yahoo.com
www.groups.yahoo.com/group/ms_radiographers
Council Member: Salmah Ahmad
Jabatan Pengimejan Diagnostic
Hospital Kuala Lumpur,
50586 Kuala Lumpur.
Email: ms_radiographer@yahoo.com

Malta
Society for Medical Radiographers-Malta
PO Box 9, Malta
Tel: 00 356 2595 1772
Fax: 00 356 2124 4975
Council Member: Prince Ayo Okhiria
Chevron Hospital, Warri, Delta State, Nigeria
Email: delok01@yahoo.com

Email: smn_malta@hotmail.com
www.e-radiography.org/
Council Member: Mr Miguel Paece
Email: pace_miguel@yahoo.co.uk

Mauritius
Mauritius Association of Radiographers
131c Murray Avenue, Quatre-Bornes
Tel: 464-2790
Email: rboolkah@intnet.mu
Council Member: Mr Dooshiant Jhuboolall
41 Rue des Fauvelles,
92400 Courbevoie, France

Mexico
Federacion Mexicana de profesionales Tecnicos en Radiologia e Imagen, Asociacion Civil,
Juan Badiano No. 21, Colonia Seccion XVI,
Delegacion Tlapan, C.P. 14080
Tel: 52 55-73-29-11, Ext.1236
Fax: 52 55-73-09-94
Email: fmptrimex@yahoo.com.mx
Website: www.fmptri.org.mx
Council Member: Mr Bernardo Santin Meza, address as society

Nepal
Nepal Radiological Society
P.B. No. 5634, Central Office, Kathmandu
Tel: 977 1 427 6232
Email Soc: nerads2006@gmail.com
Council Member: Mr Shanta Lall Shrestha, address as Society

The Netherlands
Nederlandse Vereniging Medische Beeldvorming en Radiotherapie,
Catharinesingel 73, 3511 GM Utrecht
Tel: 31 302318842 Fax: 31-302321362
Email: info@nvmbr.nl
Website: www.nvmbr.nl
Council Member: Ms Sija Geers, address as Society
Email: s.geers@nvmbr.nl

New Zealand
New Zealand Institute of Medical Radiation Technology, P.O. Box 25-668,
St. Heliers, Auckland
Tel: 0649 379 3059
Fax: 0649 379 3029
Email: nzimrt@nzimrt.co.nz
Website: www.nzimrt.co.nz
Council Member: Ms Emma Riley
Email: emmariley@gmail.com
Website: www.nzimrt.vo.nz

Nigeria
The Association of Radiographers of Nigeria, 2-4 Taylor Drive, Medical Compound, P.M.B. 1068, Yaba, Lagos
Tel: Sec: Elizabeth Balogun 01 017430682, 08023226160
Email: info@the-arn.com
Website: www.the-arn.com
Council Member: Prince Ayo Okhiria
Chevron Hospital, Warri, Delta State, Nigeria
Email: delok01@yahoo.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Society Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Norsk Radiografforbund</td>
<td>Raadhusgaten 4, N-0151 Oslo, Norway</td>
<td>Tel: 47-23 100 470; Fax: 47-23 100480; E-mail: <a href="mailto:nrf@radiograf.no">nrf@radiograf.no</a>; Website: <a href="http://www.radiograf.no">www.radiograf.no</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council Member: Mr Jan Sorbo, address as society</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:jansorbo@online.no">jansorbo@online.no</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Asociación Peruana de Técnicos Radiólogos Av. Gral. 383 Dpto., 603 Lima 1, Lima</td>
<td>Tel: 427-0578</td>
<td>Council Member: Mr Magno F. Arias Jiménez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council Member: Mz E-1 Lt.3 Ciudad del Pescador - Bellavista, Callao 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:yasnavarro@yahoo.com">yasnavarro@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Philippines</td>
<td>Philippine Association of Radiologic Technologists,</td>
<td>C/o Dr Yasmin Navarro, Martinez Memorial Colleges and Hospital</td>
<td>Council Member: Mr Rolando Banares, Chief Radiologic Technologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martinez Memorial Medical Centre</td>
<td>Caloocan City, Metro Manila</td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:yasnavarro@yahoo.com">yasnavarro@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council Member: Dr Graciano Paulo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:graciano@estescoimbra.pt">graciano@estescoimbra.pt</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Associação Portuguesa dos Tecnicos de Radiologia Radioterapia e Medicina Nuclear, Av Miguel Bombarda, n.º36 - 9ºH, 1050 - 165, Lisboa</td>
<td>Tel: 288 8861; Fax: 288 4279; Email: <a href="mailto:geral@atarp.pt">geral@atarp.pt</a>; Website: <a href="http://www.atarp.pt">www.atarp.pt</a></td>
<td>Council Member: Mr Franck Bisumbula, address as Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council Member: Dr Graciano Paulo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:graciano@estescoimbra.pt">graciano@estescoimbra.pt</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of China</td>
<td>The Association of Radiological Technologists of The Republic of China,</td>
<td>Department of Radiology, Taipei Veterans General Hospital 201, Section two, Shipai Road, Taipei 11217, Taiwan</td>
<td>Council Member: Ms Ngot-Swan Chong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council Member: Ms Ngot-Swan Chong</td>
<td></td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:nscchong.tw@yahoo.com.tw">nscchong.tw@yahoo.com.tw</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>Association des Manipulatrices et Techniciens d’Imagerie du Senegal</td>
<td>BP 3270 Dakar</td>
<td>Council Member: Mr Amadou Tidjani Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council Member: Mr Amadou Tidjani Ball</td>
<td></td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:amadoutidjani143@hotmail.com">amadoutidjani143@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>The Society of Radiological Technicians and Nuclear Medicine Technicians</td>
<td>Pasterova 14 Street, Institute of Radiology and Oncology of Serbia, 11000 Belgrade Serbia</td>
<td>Tel: 38 135 472347; Email: <a href="mailto:caca2@scnet.yu">caca2@scnet.yu</a>; Website: <a href="http://www.radteh.org.yu">www.radteh.org.yu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council Member: Ms Slavica Pavlovic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:cacapavlovic@yahoo.com">cacapavlovic@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td>Seychelles Radiological Association</td>
<td>c/o Radiology Section, Ministry of Health, P.O. Box 52, Victoria, Mahé</td>
<td>Council Member: Mrs Sabina Panovska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council Member: Mrs Sabina Panovska</td>
<td></td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:sabinapanovska@yahoo.com">sabinapanovska@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>Slovenian Society of Radiological Engineers</td>
<td>Zaloska cesta 7, S1-1000 Ljubljana</td>
<td>Tel: 386 1 5431536; Fax: 386 1 5431 321; Email: <a href="mailto:ohanuna@onko-i.si">ohanuna@onko-i.si</a>; Website: <a href="http://www.dri-drustvo.si">www.dri-drustvo.si</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council Member: Mr Dean Pekarovic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:dean.pekarovic@kclj.si">dean.pekarovic@kclj.si</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Society of Radiographers of South Africa</td>
<td>P.O. Box 6014, Roggebaai 8012, Cape Town, Tel: 27 21 419 4857; Fax: 27 21 421 2566</td>
<td>Council Member: Aladdin Speelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council Member: Aladdin Speelman</td>
<td></td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:SpeelmanA@cput.ac.za">SpeelmanA@cput.ac.za</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Asociacion Española de Técnicos en Radiología, C/ Reyes Magos 18, Bajos Dcha, 28009 Madrid</td>
<td>Tel: 00 34 91-552 99 00 - 3105; Fax: 00 34 91-433 55 04; Email: <a href="mailto:aer.nacional@infofeneocio.com">aer.nacional@infofeneocio.com</a>; Website: <a href="http://www.aer.org">www.aer.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council Member: Ms Marta Soto Garcia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:martasoto@inicia.es">martasoto@inicia.es</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Names and addresses of member societies and ISRRT Council Members**
Names and addresses of member societies and ISRRT Council Members

Sri Lanka
The Society of Radiological Technologists
– Sri Lanka
262 Old Kottawa Road, Embuldeniya,
Nugegoda 10250
Tel: 0094-01-833072; Fax: 0094-01-833100
Council Member:
Mr Sunil Balasooriya, address as Society
Email: suba.srtsl@dynanet.lk

Sweden
Swedish Society of Radiologists,
International Secretary
Dervla Tornquist
Email: dervla2020@yahoo.se
Website: www.swedrad.se
Council Member:
Mr Bodil Andersson,
Bronsaldersvagen 106, 226 54 LUND, Sweden
Email: bodil-t.andersson@med.lu.se

Switzerland
SVMTRA, Zentralsekretariat,
SVMTRA/ASTRM, Stadthof Bahnhofstr.7 b
6210 Sursee
Tel: 41 41 926 07 77; Fax: 41 41 926 07 99
Email: info@svmtra.ch
Website: www.svmtra.ch
Council Member:
Ms Jolanda Kollmann
Email: landie@tele2.ch

Tanzania
Tanzania Association of Radiographers (TARA)
c/- School of Radiography,
P.O. Box 65005,
Dar es Salaam
Tel: 255-022-2151073; Fax: 255-022-2151599
Council Member:
Mr James M. Boyi,
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare,
P.O. Box 9084, Dar es Salaam Tanzania,
Email: jamesboyi@yahoo.com

Thailand
Society of Radiological Technologists of Thailand, Dept. of Radiological Technology
Faculty of Medical Technology
Siriraj Hospital, Bangkok 10700
Tel: 622 419 7173
Website: www.tsrt.or.th
Council Member:
Mr Sala Ubolchai
Email: sala1950@hotmail.com

Togo
Association Togolaise Des Techniciens De Radiologie et D’Imagerie Medicale S/CM
AMIDOU Houdou, BP 30284, Lome
Tel: (228) 25 25 91; Fax: (228) 25 25 91
Email: artrtm@yahoofr
Council Member:
Amidou Houdou
TSRIM, Chu-Campus Service de Radiologie (Pavillon Scanner), BP 30284, Lome
Email: houdou.amidou@syfed.tg.refr.org

Trinidad and Tobago
Society of Radiographers-Trinidad & Tobago
Department, Port of Spain
Tel: 868-672-5136; Fax: 868-658-0225
Council Member:
Anushka Kattick-Mahabirsingh
Tel Office: (868) 671 3566
Fax: (868) 665 0275
Email: anushka.kattick@hotmail.com or
Email: anushkams@email.tt

Turkey
Turkish Society of Medical Radiological Technologists, Ege University Hospital
Dept. of Radiology, Bornova-Izmir, Turkey
Tel: 90 (232) 343 43 43/3275 or 3250-144
Fax: 90 (232) 445 23 94
Email: ncseydel@yahoo.com
Council Member:
Havva Palaci
Email: havvapalaci@mynet.com
www.radyoteknoloji.org.tr

Uganda
Uganda Radiographers Association
School of Radiography, Mulago Hospital
P.O. Box 7051, Kampala
Tel: 256 041 530137
Council Member:
Stephen Arubaku Bule, address as Society
Email: buleasteve@yahoo.com

Ukraine
Ukrainian Society of Radiographers and Radiological Technologists,
Lamouosov Str. 33/43, Kiev 03022
Tel: 38044 213 0763/483-61-26
Fax: 380 44 258 9726
Email: babiy@aruk.kiev.ua
Council Member:
Dyemin Valentin
Email: uarctmri@ukr.net

United Kingdom
Society and College of Radiographers
207 Providence Square
Mill Street, London SE1 2EW
Tel: 44-207 740 7200; Fax: 44-207 740 7204
Email: info@sor.org
Website: www.sor.org
Council Member:
Sandie Mathers
E-mail: s.mathers@rgu.ac.uk

USA
American Society of Radiologic Technologists
15000 Central Avenue SE,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87123-3917
Tel: 505-298-4500; Fax: 505-298-5063
Website: www.asrt.org
Council Member:
Donna E. Newman, Address as Society
Email: donnanewman@meritcare.com
President
Mr Robert George
26 Myer Road
Sturt, SA, Australia 5047
Tel: 61 8 8377 0664
Mobile: 61 419 813 928
Email: robgeo@bigpond.net.au

Vice Presidents
The Americas
Mrs B. Patricia Johnson
5 First Douglas Development
St. Peter, Barbados
Tel: 1 246 426 5378
Fax: 1 246 429 5374
Email: jonrob@sunbeach.net

Asia and Australasia
Dr Maria Y.Y. Law
Department of Health Technology & Informatics
Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Hung Hum, Kowloon
Email: maria.law@polyu.edu.hk

Europe and Africa
Mrs Katrin Sigurdardottir
Hamratangi 17
270 Mosfellbaer, Iceland
Tel: +354 861 2565
Email: katrinsig@simnet.is

Regional Directors
The Americas
Dr Michael Ward Ph.D., RT(R), FASRT
Assistant Dean for Student Programs and
Professor Barnes-Jewish College,
Mailstop: 90-36-697, 4483 Duncan
Saint Louis, Missouri 63110
Tel: (314) 362-9155; Fax: (314) 362-9250
Email: mward@bjc.org

Asia and Australasia
Mr Robert T.L. Shen
Department of Radiology,
Veterans General Hospital
201, Sec. 2 Shipai Rd., Taipei,
Taiwan 11217
Tel: 886 2 28768413
Fax: 886 2 28768415
Email: tlshen@yahoo.com

Africa
Mr Caesar Barare
P. O. Box 29868 Nairobi 00202
Tel: +254 20 2726300 Ext. 43432
Email: cbarare@yahoo.com

Treasurer
Dr Tyrone Goh
78A Lorong Marican
Singapore 41 7277
Tel: 65 6772 5200
Fax: 65 6773 6853
Email: TyroneG@nuh.com.sg

Director of Education
Ms Cynthia Cowling
192 Agnes Street, Rockhampton
Queensland, Australia 4700
M: 61 439 508 322
Email: cynthiacowling27@hotmail.com

Director of Professional Practice
Mrs Päivi Wood
PO Box 140, 00060 Tehy Finland
Tel: 358 9 54227 521
Fax: 358 9 61500 267
paivi.wood@suomenroentgenhoitajallitto.fi

Director of Public Relations
Dr Fozy Peer,
P.O. Box 1435,
Wandsbeck, KwaZulu-Natal
South Africa 3631
Tel: 27 31 2401881
Fax: 27 31 2403519
Email: fozypeer@iaich.co.za

Secretary General
Dr A. Yule
143 Bryn Penyddyn
Pentwyn, Cardiff, Wales CF23 7DG
United Kingdom
Tel: 44 2920 735038
Fax: 44 2920 540551
Email: isrrt.yule@btinternet.com

The ISRRT is registered as a charity in the United Kingdom: Registration No. 27 6218.
What do you want to accomplish today?

I start my day with high expectations. So a fully integrated treatment system that provides personalized efficiency makes my life easier and my day more productive. From the moment a patient is diagnosed through long-term follow-up, I depend on ELEKTA and IMPAC to optimize workflow and improve treatment delivery.

Experience how personalized efficiency can work for you.